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Abstract

The Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) is the result of the intersection between ad-
vancements in technology and the demand for more efficient and sustainable industry.
Technology has provided a means for a large and heterogeneous collection of networks,
devices, developers, owners, users and other stakeholders. From this there is a clear
need for highly interoperable and independently developed systems. Interoperability is
a communication challenge which affects all layers in a system. Communication proto-
cols such as HTTP, CoAP, XMPP, OPC-UA and MQTT are above the network layer
and below a semantic layer. This challenge includes overcoming interaction pattern dif-
ferences, such as session and session-less protocols or publish/subscribe and request/re-
sponse protocols. Common interoperability methods look at utilizing, a) middleware,
such as in-system adapters and protocol gateways or b) restricting protocols to one or
two possibilities. However, these solutions do not fit IIoT well as they are costly to
adapt as the protocol landscape evolves, are intrusive to design or increase development
costs. Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) has been identified as having a great po-
tential for integrating independent systems. When applied to industrial contexts, SOA
late-binding and service composition offers opportunities for enhancing interoperability.
However, SOA-based service contracts still require complete agreement between provider
and consumer in order to exchange service.

In this thesis an approach toward interoperability is proposed which leverages SOA
principles and a multi-protocol translator. The proposed approach is first contextualized
with a set of requirements pulled from existing literature and from application domain
requirements. The thesis asks the question; how can late-binding and service composition
be used to support a multi-protocol network of systems? The result, a new approach
of a secure, on-demand and transparent protocol translator, is proposed. Conceptually
satisfying the requirements defined, the design is backed up with empirical testing on
usability and latency of the solution. The proposed solution differs from middleware in
that, it is a participant (alongside the application system), it is on-demand (only used
when needed), it is not intrusive (no design time dependencies) and it operates transpar-
ently (to application systems). A complete interoperability solution is deemed as future
work, which could extend to full security, general encoding and semantic interoperability.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

As embedded systems technology has advanced in connectivity, it has joined with
the Internet of Things to form the basis of the Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT). It
takes features of IoT such as unique identification, ubiquitous and heterogeneous com-
puting and extends it with requirements such as Quality of Service (QoS), robust oper-
ation and secure communication. Computer communication technologies have advanced
significantly, enabling networked embedded systems. This pervasive networking makes
real-time data able to efficiently move up and down enterprise and automation structures
such as those specifed in ISA-95. This is a critical aspect to gain operational data and
to then perform analytics, looking for inefficiencies or opportunities.

In order to capatilize on the new levels of connectivity, developers must use com-
plex integration and interoperability patterns. Interoperability is based on a shared
understanding and agreement of a communication protocol. But due to: 1) staggered
development realities; 2) the use of more Commercial Off The Shelf (COTS) systems;
and 3) fit for purpose communication requirements; the required share understanding
and agreement is not forth coming. This makes interoperability a major challenge for
IIoT.

This chapter presents theories, concepts and technologies which both ground the re-
search and motivate the challenge. According to Cisco [1], the IoT is predicted to have
over 50 billion connected devices by 2020 and so it is an important area of research in
order to realize this potential. This thesis builds on Service-Oriented principles applied
to industrial automation and embedded systems in order to increase interoperability
amongst participant systems. The broad research question which this thesis works to-
wards answering is:

Q How can scalable interoperability be achieved within the Industrial Internet of
Things?

The research methodology applied is Action Design Research (ADR). It was cho-
sen as this research is heavily software influenced and the contribution goes beyond the
software artifact. Introducing traditionally non-functional operations, such as protocol
adaptation, as functional components of systems has an impact on wider design methods.

3



4 Introduction

Furthermore, having a flexible and efficient interoperability solution impacts organiza-
tional decision making for investment into technology and capability to change investment
direction in the future.

ADR is an evolution of Design Research (DR) and Action Research (AR). It is most
commonly used in Information Systems research which focuses on the use of technology
for betterment of organizations. ADR puts emphasis on both technological artifacts
and organizational change. This requires strong definition of the artifact followed by
continuous feedback from users. The measure of success is the organizational learning
and artifact generalizability. In the case of this thesis, the artifact is a multi-protocol
translator and the related design patterns for non-functional service provisioning. The
affected organizations are the IIoT stakeholders and specifically software developers and
architects. The Arrowhead consortia is a representative sample of industrial stakeholders
who are impacted by the artifact, and would be a good source of feedback.

In addition to considering impact on IIoT stakeholders, the impact this research has
on society is important to guide the approach and methodology. The main ambition of
increasing ease of design and development of systems of systems will decrease costs and
make smart environments more accessible to society. Hence the results of this work must
be open source and made available to communities and companies working on IIoT and
IoT applications.

The remainder of this chapter will introduce the IIoT, Systems-of-Systems (SoS),
SOA and interoperability. Ending off with a few of the application areas undertaken in
this thesis.

1.1 Service-Oriented Architecture

Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) is the use of software interfaces called services to
create distributed computing and facilitate remote system interaction and data exchange.
Service-Oriented Architecture grew from the notion of using Object-Oriented Program-
ming (OOP) in the 90s for distributed software systems. It has been highly successful
as an enterprise architecture and this success can be attributed to the flexibility and
scalability of the architecture. There is much literature on this subject and so only a few
references are made here, with a short overview.

Erl in [2] defines eight principles of service-oriented design. These principles are the
characteristics which should be followed by developers and met by the software in order
for the application be classified as a SOA-based application. These are defined in Table
1.11 with a short description of each.

A service is the definition of a communication contract which includes the abstract
functional description (the purpose of the service), its interaction pattern (how to utilize
the service), and its structure and semantic (how to interpret the payload and make it
meaningful).

1http://serviceorientation.com/serviceorientation/index
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Table 1.1: Principles of Service-Oriented Design
Principle Description
Standardised
service contract

are used for services to express their capabilities and method of
interaction.

Service loose
coupling

means to reduce dependencies between service provider and con-
sumer. Allowing independent implementation and evolution of
provider and consumer systems.

Service
abstraction

refers to including only essential data in a service contract and
hiding the implementation detail. This abstraction enables inde-
pendent evolution of the implementation from the service contract.

Service
reusability

requires that logic is broken down into agnostic functionality, which
can be reused within different contexts. This principle is dependent
on the service modeling approach used.

Service
autonomy

means that service should control their own logic and environ-
ment. It is essential for reliable and consistent behaviour, especially
within Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) systems. The scope of the
autonomy is dependent on the service capability.

Service
statelessness

as opposed to autonomy advocates moving state information to an
external store such as a database or hardware. Too much state in-
formation will reduce service scalability as the number of consumers
increases. Stateless services are also more robust to restarts, as
state information is not lost.

Service
discoverability

requires that services, in addition to the service contract, have a
meta description allowing evaluation of fitness for use. Service reuse
and composition is founded on strong service discoverability.

Service
composability

demands that services are designed to be participants in different
combinations service exchange. This means that services are de-
signed to be configurable. The configuration depends on the po-
tential uses/reuses of the service and must be anticipated.

1.1.1 Industrial Automation and Systems of Systems Engineer-
ing

Industrial automation involves making machines to perform tasks normally accom-
plished by humans in a safe and repetitive manner. As demand for shorter lead times
and leaner operation has pushed industrial automation toward more flexible technologies,
SOA has shown good potential [3][4]. Service composition is one of the major advantages
of SOA-based systems. Creating emergent capabilities from evolving services. Of course
there are challenges to implementing SOA-based systems, such as standardized service
contracts, service loose coupling and service abstraction. Without implementing these
principles correctly, SOA loses its advantages and simply becomes a headache and costly
for maintaining.
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Systems of systems is the integration of a set of independent systems toward an
objective not achievable by a single constituent system. Characterized by; data and in-
formation sharing across functional borders, dynamic communication and evolving con-
figurable constituent systems [5]. Each SoS constituent system is independent in its
own operation and evolution, as compared to a single systems components which are
dependent on and operate according to the parent system.

For example a traditional production line requires human interaction to integrate
Customer Relations Management (CRM) ordering information to manufacturing sys-
tems, while the maintenance and development teams require human intervention for
co-ordination of machine downtime. Both of these scenarios can increase lead time for
production and also increase waste through un-used operator or machine time. Hence
SoS and industrial automation target these integration points for optimization.

Next part Humans are natural translators, able to quickly learn many heterogeneous
protocols and perform mappings, overcoming incompatibilities in structure and interac-
tion. Additionally, humans are able to delegate operational and functional capabilities to
different resources either within a pre-defined team or using third parties. To automate
systems of systems, similar levels of interoperability and delegation must be achieved.
SOA-based service composition and provisioning offers very interesting opportunities for
automated interoperability and delegation. The approach proposed in this thesis is to-
wards automated interoperability.

1.2 Interoperability

Interoperability is a term used in many fields to mean slightly different things. However,
IEEE defines interoperability as the “ability of a system or a product to work with other
systems or products without special effort on the part of the customer. Interoperability
is made possible by the implementation of standards“. The Healthcare Information and
Management Systems Society2 (HIMSS) has a more detailed definition. It defines three
levels, firstly, foundational interoperability allows data exchange between two systems,
secondly, structural interoperability allows shared understanding of the syntax or struc-
ture of the data, and thirdly, semantic interoperability allows the meaning of the data to
be exchanged. Table 1.2 shows these layers along with the OSI mapping and the current
solutions.

The lower layers of foundational interoperability have been resolved through the use
of network based gateways and switches. They are made transparent due to routing rules
in the network layer.

The session and transport layers of the foundation layer are often coupled, i.e. HTTP
over TCP, CoAP over UDP, MQTT over TCP. The session and transport layers are
foundational as they define the interaction pattern and data packet of the communication,
which is below the structural definition of the payload. It should be noted that some

2http://www.himss.org/library/interoperability-standards/what-is-interoperability
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Table 1.2: OSI layers vs interoperability layers vs solutions
Example OSI Layer Interoperability solution

Application Semantic Open Challenge
XML, JSON, CBOR, SenML Presentation Structure Open Challenge

HTTP, CoAP, MQTT Session

Foundation

Open Challenge
TCP, UDP Transport Open Challenge
IPv4/IPv6 Network Physical

Ethernet, IEEE 802.15
Link Network

Physical Gateways

communications protocols, such as OPC-UA, cross the upper OSI layers and so include
structural and semantic characteristics. However these can be ignored for now, as the
effort is concentrating on the foundational characteristics only.

As seen in Table 1.2 the interoperability solution at this part of the foundational
layer is not well defined and existing approaches do not make a clear separation between
foundational and structural/semantic interoperability.

The structural and semantic layers match very well with the presentation and appli-
cation layers of the OSI structure. These layers have not been considered in detail in
this thesis, as the focus has been on first completing the foundation layer. However, the
architecture is well suited to be extended for these layers using relevant methods.

1.2.1 Requirements for Interoperability in IIoT

In addition to the functional requirements detailed in the previous section, there are a
number of non-functional requirements which must be met. These requirements are the
basis for the proposed translator architecture and interaction patterns. Table 1.3 details
the non-functional requirements for an interoperability solution within IIoT application
space.

1.3 Application Areas

In this section there are some application examples that were completed towards this
licentiate thesis.

1.3.1 Self Monitoring Machinery (CoAP to OPC-UA)

The Arrowhead pilot Task 1.8 demonstrated key technologies for implementing self con-
dition monitoring on a Volvo Wheel loader bearing. SOA-based systems interacted with
cloud applications to retrieve raw and processed data. In this application there was re-
quirement to feed the sensing data back to SKF analytic systems in order to predict when
maintenance should be scheduled. However the SKF systems use OPC-UA to commu-
nicate with external systems, while the sensor used CoAP. In this case, the challenge of
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Table 1.3: Summary of requirements in IoT protocol interoperability
Requirement Description
Transparency Transparency is that there should not be any configuration intro-

duced to application systems due to protocol bridging. As the num-
bers of devices increase, the cost of configuring and re-configuring
inhibits change.

Scalability Scalability means the interoperability solution must scale down to
a single threaded embedded Linux board and scale up to handle
hundreds of active service consumer-provider exchanges.
The proposed solution takes this into consideration, but does not
perform evaluation.

Secure Secure means that independently distributed applications are able
to authenticate and authorize with the interoperability solution so
that it is a trusted-man-in-the-middle.
This work proposes a solution, but does not implement, or evaluate.

Verifiability Verifiability provides confidence the interoperability solution is well-
formed, but also enables automated generation for new protocols.
The proposed solution does not address this challenge.

Reporting Reporting is that the interoperability solution must report errors,
exceptions, utilization and performance. When dealing with large
networks of devices, edge cases become common and only thorough
reporting can root cause analysis be performed.
The proposed solution addresses this challenge, but does not im-
plement.

QoS QoS is essential for IIoT applications. SLA negotiation and moni-
toring is the very minimum toward robust IIoT applications.
The challenge will be addressed in future contributions.

bridging the constrained sensing environment with the semantic back end requires careful
interoperability application.

The translator is used in this instance to allow the SKF systems to get the information
from the sensor without dedicated middleware.

1.3.2 Manufacturing line (CoAP to HTTP)

In manufacturing there is a variety of demanding environments. In some cases hard real-
time processes require highly coupled Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS). In other cases such
as conveyor control and product tracking, the real-time requirements are reduced. Cost
saving can be achieved if wireless sensor and actuator networks can replace wired PLC
installations. Lule̊a University of Technology Department of Dependable Communication
and Computation (DCC) has a lab with a Festo manufacturing line. EISLAB have
installed Arrowhead compliant devices based on CoAP which detect the presence of a
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pallet and inform the processing station, which, in-turn, will indicate when processing
is complete. Figure 1.1 shows the full manufacturing line setup. The mixed protocol
implementation synchronizes the pallet motion around the conveyor with the processing
stations.

Figure 1.1: The Festo manufacturing line setup in the DCC lab

The processing station is implemented using Arrowhead compliant interface blocks in
IEC 61499. However, IEC 61499 has existing HTTP interface blocks and thus in order
to save costs and development time the HTTP and CoAP posed an interoperability
challenge. This was resolved using the orchestration engine to transparently make use of
the proposed translator for interoperable communications.

1.3.3 District Heating

District heating is a well known and optimized form of heating urban buildings in cold
areas and available in most areas of Scandinavian countries. If this form of energy transfer
can be optimized for less cold areas, there are potential savings to the environment.
Hence research into methods of increasing sensing and control in cost effective manner
is highly popular. However, the data privacy and confidentiality and also the closed
networks which the data may originate from promote certain protocols over others. In
such situations MQTT is a good use case for collecting the data from secured networks
into secured servers. But then sharing the raw or analysed data with stakeholders may
require more flexible protocols. In order to avoid building multiple protocols into systems,
the translator is used to allow MQTT based data to be accessed from HTTP clients.
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Chapter 2

Related Work

In this chapter work related to the area of IIoT and Interoperability will be discussed.
IIoT is a wide domain and there are many concepts to be taken into account. This chapter
is structured by cloud technologies, the Arrowhead framework, current interoperability
solutions, and finally IIoT communication protocols will be presented.

2.1 Cloud Technologies

According to the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) [6], cloud com-
puting consists of five key characteristics; On-demand self-service, Broad network access,
Resource pooling, Rapid elasticity and Measured service. NIST further elaborates four
deployment models; Private cloud, Community cloud, Public cloud and Hybrid cloud.
But cloud computing can be summarized as; “cloud computing is the use of shared
networked computing resources rather than dedicated local computing resources“.

Private cloud and community cloud deployments differ from Public cloud deployments
in the privacy and control available to the user of the cloud. In a public cloud resources
are allocated and controlled by the cloud provider, and not the cloud user. Private clouds
are used by a single organization on dedicated computing resources, often still within a
larger data center, to be utilized by a single company.

The IoT has seen many cloud based frameworks such as ThingWorx, Xively, IBM, Mi-
crosoft, Intel and others discussed in [7]. They build an Software as a Service (SaaS) which
assists in managing IoT devices, collecting data, and displaying data through mashups.
They implement a centralized software bus as a backbone connection between devices.
Multi-vendor devices or applications which support an always-on Internet connection can
easily be integrated through such cloud platforms.

One concern for using cloud platforms is the security of the data and operations [8].
Confidentiality, Integrity and Availability (CIA) in IoT means that Internet hosted ser-
vices must have strong cryptography and redundancy. This limits the use of constrained
devices when interaction directly with cloud platforms. Hence intelligent gateways are
used to act as middleware between the cloud platform and the constrained sensor and

11
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actuator networks [7].

2.2 Arrowhead Framework

Arrowhead is an EU funded project looking at next generation technology for industrial
SOA-based applications. The grand challenges of the Arrowhead project are to “enable
interoperability and integrability of services produced and consumed by any device“. To
this end, the Arrowhead framework defines three core services for discovery, security and
service composition. Additional support services are defined which enabled advanced sys-
tem management and Quality of Service (QoS). In the Arrowhead book [9], Delsing et al.
describe the principles behind the framework and how the mechanics of the architecture
operates.

Arrowhead models SOA-based participants as Systems. The systems communicate
via service contracts. A service contract is defined through four documents, Service De-
scription (SD), Interface Design Description (IDD), Communication Profile (CP) and
Semantic Profile (SP) [10]. They describe the abstract service capability and the tech-
nology concretization of the service. Systems are described using two documents which
capture the Black box abstract design and the white box concretized design. Systems
can then be captured in the description of a System of Systems, which is the basis for
generating requirements for service composition. The details of these documents can be
found in Arrowhead Wiki [11].

In Arrowhead the application systems can exchange services directly. This is ideal
for scaling up and down because it reduces latency for co-located service exchanges, and
reduces the processing power requirements of the core systems. There is no traditional
“middleware“ in Arrowhead.

2.3 Current Interoperability Solutions

In this section current interoperability solutions are reviewed. They can be classed as
protocol adaptors, middleware as protocols, middleware as infrastructure and protocol
proxies. These solutions can be seen in Figure 2.1; a. Protocol adaptor acting at the
network layer; b. Enterprise Service Bus routing communication and converting proto-
cols; c. Middleware integrates with application code to create consistent communication
interface; d. Protocol proxy converting client requests and forwarding to servers before
passing response back.

Protocol adapters have been used in network-layer protocol conversion for networks
pre-dating the Internet. A detailed survey of the problem of protocol conversion was
presented by Green in [12]. Although this research is more than two decades old, Green’s
work on protocol conversion carries concepts and ideas which can be applied to current
networks.
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Figure 2.1: block diagrams illustrating the different protocol converter solutions

For example, protocol adapters have been used for Web Service integration, in order
to overcome mismatches in service interface and business behavior [13]. Service interface
mismatch relates to the structural and interaction mismatches, whilst service business
behavior mismatches relates to missmatches in the order which service calls are expected
to occur. The methods of protocol adaptation surveyed by Eslamichalandar et al. are
mostly positioned as part of the integration middleware such as Enterprise Service Bus
(ESB) which is addressed in later sections.

Middleware protocols are a common approach to addressing interoperability, for
example uMiddle [14], Starlink [15] and UIC [16] are middleware protocols for bridging
different discovery and communications. Starlink format uses an automata engine and
abstract messages in order to perform translation between two protocols. The Automata
engine must first be provided a merged automata model of the supported protocols, and it
is then able to translate between abstract message formats. The abstract message formats
are parsed and composed in accordance to a message description language model, which
maps the concrete message to the abstract message for each protocol. Using high level
models, translation can be performed without writing low-level code. The authors do
not specify the manner of wider application integration of Starlink. uMiddle similarly to
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Starlink acts as a intermediary mediator, and requires no changes to the client systems
it is bridging, so it is transparent to the client. uMiddle goes further to include discovery
and directory services. It defines an intermediary protocol to enable communication
between multiple uMiddle hosts.

To use in wider IIoT areas, there are problems with security and scalability. Fur-
thermore, the middleware solutions have moved the interoperability challenge. Another
bridge is required to communicate between middlewares, as the middleware themselves
are not compatible with each other.

Middleware as infrastructure can be found for example in an IP network switch,
which is as a connecting glue between computing devices. It relies on correctly configured
routing rules in order to provide the required connectivity for high layer communications
to be passed on correctly.

Extending this concept further to high layers creates an infrastructure device acting
as a message broker for application layer communication. An Enterprise Service Bus
(ESB) is one such form of message broker. Used predominantly in SOA-based enterprise
solutions, it is well suited for business process automation and soft real-time applications.
Devices and services connect with an ESB through a protocol adapter and the ESB routes
the message using an intermediate messaging protocol to another service through a second
protocol adapter. An ESB goes further, it interprets the messages and based on business
rules decides the correct routing.

Maintaining and configuring monolithic software such as an ESB is costly and can
become an anti-pattern when not crucially needed [17]. For dynamic systems or multi-
vendor system integration, this becomes even more so.

A proxy is an entity which can act on behalf of a client. The proxy can take three
forms; a) Forward proxy, b) Reverse proxy, c) Interception proxy. In the forward proxy
configuration, clients must be aware of the proxy and provide the server address details
in the request. In the reverse proxy, servers must register them selves to the proxy
and advertise the proxy address for requests. And in Interception proxy, routing rules
must be setup to direct traffic through the proxy which will match clients and servers
transparently. A protocol proxy works in the same way, but does an additional conversion
between protocols. In [18] an HTTP-CoAP proxy mapping is defined. Taking this RFC
Lerche et al. in [19] and Castellani et al. in [20] implement the HTTP-CoAP proxy and
demonstrate both forward and reverse proxies.

Using the proxy in this manner means that the proxy must be routed at the appli-
cation layer, which increases the payload size with the additional forward address, and
also additional application layer configuration. Not to mention that depending on the
placement of the proxy, this could lead to significant additional communication delay.
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2.4 IIoT Communication Protocols

In this section some of the common IIoT communications protocols will be presented
and discussed. The focus is on IP based protocols as they are the predominant network
protocol used in the IoT. Non-IP protocols include ZigBee, Z-Wave, WirelessHART and
traditional industrial protocols such as HART, Fieldbus, Modbus and OPC. These pro-
tocols often originate in proprietary systems and are usually segregated. Design effort is
usually put into not creating multi-protocol systems. When non-interoperable systems
do need to integrate, configured gateways, for example presented by Guohuan et al. in
[21] are used. These configured gateways add no value to the over all system, except to
enable interoperation.

2.4.1 Hyper Text Transport Protocol

The Hyper Text Transport Protocol (HTTP) is the standard protocol for web brows-
ing. Originally developed for document transfer over the Internet, it is now used for
web applications and even Machine to Machine (M2M) communication. Its header uses
natural language, this is convenient for developers to debug, but not bandwidth friendly.
HTTP breaks the structure of the operational information into four parts: resource, func-
tion, URL parameters and payload body. URL parameters and the body can be used
alternatives and dependent on service interface definition.

2.4.2 Constrained Application Protocol

The Constrained Application Protocol (CoAP) was developed by the IETF Constrained
RESTful Environments (CoRE) workgroup and standardized in 2012 in RFC [18]. It is a
lightweight request response protocol, modelled on HTTP, but targeting constrained low-
power wireless networks. It supports the standard four RESTful commands, GET, POST,
PUT, DELETE, and also supports a notification paradigm in the form of a ”OBSERVE”
operation. It is session-less and works with UDP as its transport. This allows sleepy nodes
to efficiently perform messaging and sleep again. It overcomes reliability issues with UDP
at the application layer, with optional handshaking to ensure message delivery. Work is
being done to run CoAP over TCP transport also.

2.4.3 Message Queue Telemetry Transport

The Message Queue Telemetry Transport (MQTT) protocol was developed by IBM and
made to an open standard with OASIS [22]. It is targeting constrained sensor networks.
Based on a publisher-subscriber interaction pattern, low power clients publish to topics
on a central broker which then forwards the message to all subscribed clients. MQTT
is based on the TCP transport, however work is underway in MQTT-SN which will
use UDP transport, however MQTT-SN is not standardized, and has largely not been
adopted.
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The MQTT packet header is fixed at 2 bytes [22]. It supports QoS levels (at least
once delivery, at most once delivery, and exactly once delivery). Additionally it supports
client login and topic filtering. Security is dependent on the use of Transport Layer
Security (TLS), although the use of TLS is not mandated in the specification.

2.4.4 Extensible Messaging and Presence Protocol

The eXtensible Messaging and Presence Protocol (XMPP) began as Instant Messaging
protocol Jabber. It was standardized in 2002 by the Internet Engineering Task Force
(IETF). In [23] Saint-Andre et al. describe XMPP as being proven, secure, decentralized,
extensible, scalable, standard, and community driven.

XMPP uses XML and has a verbose payload and is based on TCP transport. It is one
of the aspects which make it extensible, but also reduces its applicability to constrained
environments. XMPP supports both publish-subscribe and request-response interaction
patterns. It does so through a pair of XML streams between clients and servers.

2.4.5 Open Platform Communications - Unified Architecture

Open Platform Communications - Unified Architecture (OPC-UA) is defined in IEC
62541 standard. It is a communication protocol which supports many features of SOA
within a single standard. There are 12 parts to the standard covering; security, in-
formation model, data and historical access, discovery and more. It operates over two
transports, a binary structure over TCP offers performance and an HTTPS/SOAP trans-
port provides a webservice friendly alternative. In their survey of OPC-UA usage [24],
Schwarz et al. identified a difference factor with OPC-UA being developed in conjunc-
tion between the OPC foundation and IEC. With additional open collaboration with
OpenPLC. This made OPC-UA have a wider acceptance within industry.



Chapter 3

On-demand Multi-protocol
Translation

The proposed interoperability solution is designed to satisfy the non-functional re-
quirements introduced in Section 1, while still satisfying foundational interoperability
functional requirements. The functional requirements of an interoperability solution can
be summarized as, 1) to translate protocol headers, and 2) translate protocol interac-
tions. In [10] Blomstedt et al. describe the Arrowhead documentation structure which
fully defines a service in four documents. The Interface Design Document (IDD) and
Communication Profile (CP) describe or reference standard header formats and inter-
action patterns. Figure 3.1 shows the documentation which details, the structure and
interactions of a service.

Figure 3.1: The Arrowhead service contract

Translating the protocol header fields, such as URI, Topic, command, content type or
accept, requires a mapping between the protocol and an intermediary, however trans-
lating interaction pattern differences can be much more complex. This section will
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go through the proposed solution and how it solves functional requirements and non-
functional requirements of transparency and scalability. Also, the error handling aspects
of a translator related significantly to the interaction pattern and is used as a platform
for elaborating on protocol interaction translation.

The rest of this chapter elaborates the proposal according to the transparency, scal-
ability and extendability non-functional requirements.

3.1 Transparency

At design time it is not always possible to predict if translation will occur or not. So the
translation must not require design changes. At run-time it is costly to force configuration
changes with each different protocol pairing. Therefore translation should not require
configuration changes. Transparent translation is achieved through service composition.
The process begins when the translator system receives a request to provision a pair of
service provider and consumer with matching protocols. The provisioned provider end-
point is returned to the caller. This translation instance can then be used within a service
composition which is by definition transparent to the SOA participant. It is proposed to
use the Arrowhead Orchestrator as the provisioning and composition agent. So, when a
consuming system requests orchestration, the Arrowhead framework will automatically
engage the translator if required.

3.2 Scalability and Extensibility

There are two sides to scalability: scaling up and scaling down. The translator must
be able to handle many translations at once, but it must also be able to run on a pro-
cessor constrained device. There are three options for protocol conversion, direct trans-
lation, translation with an intermediary protocol, or translation with an intermediary
format. These three options are shown in Figure 3.2. While direct translation provides
an optimized translation between a pair of protocols, it also means that the translator
implementations will increase according to Equation 3.1.

n−1∑
k=1

k =
n(n− 1)

2
(3.1)

An intermediary protocol reduces the total number of translation implementations,
however it increases the translation “hops“. An intermediary format has the same benefits
of reducing the translation implementations, however, translation to the intermediary
format is not a “full hop“. This is because the intermediary format is verbose and
gathers full information from each protocol. It is an in-memory representation of the
protocols and so there is two “half translations“ which complete a single “hop“.

For large networks of IIoT devices, the translator scales by distributing multiple
instances through the network. So that when provisioning a translator and creating a
composition, an optimal located translator system can be selected. The selection criteria
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Figure 3.2: a) Direct translation vs b) Translation with intermediary protocol c) Translation
with intermediary format

is outside the scope of this work, however it would be based on optimising QoS by
interrogating meta-data describing the current conditions of each translator system.

3.3 Software Architecture

The software architecture provides a foundation for extending and refining the translator.
From an architectural point of view it targets the following criteria:

Table 3.1: Criteria for the software architecture and how it was met.
Easy to add new
protocols

A hub and spoke pattern is used as inspiration of the architecture.
The translator is a provisioning system which instantiates a new
hub and pair of spokes on request. Each hub is independent of
other hubs and can be dedicated to a single consumer/provider
pairing, or shared between many.

Reduce delay The hub creates a ”pipeline” between the required spokes and is
the monitor and manager. The hub is not actually involved in the
actual translation process.

Handle multiple
simultaneous re-
quests

Each protocol spoke takes the form of a service provider, or server,
and a service consumer, or client. Due to the intermediate layer
abstraction, each spoke is implemented independently.

Isolate trans-
lation from
different users

Each spoke has access to independent thread pool, thereby it is
able to be handle simultaneous requests, dependent on the imple-
mentation of a spoke.

A translation instance is composed of a transient hub and at least two protocol spokes.
The overview block diagram of the translator architecture follows in Figure 3.3.
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Figure 3.3: Translator Block diagram

3.4 Intermediary Format

The intermediate format is a set of variables which represents the semantic information
of a message in a generic and well-known manner. It is verbose and is never transmitted,
it is kept in-memory. The intermediary format is shown in Table 3.2.

Table 3.2: The current intermediate format is defined.
Method is the CRUD operation to be performed
Object is the entity to be operated on
Query is the parameters of a read operation
Payload is the body of the packets
PayloadFormat is the format of the payload
Exception is an error code

The intermediate format holds all header information which is the structural aspects
of the protocols. Additionally it holds information regarding the interaction state of the
protocol being translated. This allows interaction state to be passed between protocols.
An example is translating between publish-subscribe to request-response patterns. In
such cases, some signal information will make it possible for interactions not matching
between protocols to have some form of handling. This signal information if standard-
ized will allow the intermediate format to gain formalisms which mean that interaction
translation can be formally proven to be deterministic. Such formalisms have not been
undertaken in this thesis. Error handling is one such example of interaction pattern
mismatch. This is elaborated in the next section.
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3.5 Error Handling

In highly distributed systems such as the IIoT communication errors are unavoidable. To
have robust applications, these communication errors must be handled and appropriate
remedial action taken. Translation of error cases between protocols such as HTTP and
CoAP, which share an interaction pattern, is reduced to code mapping. However when
translating MQTT to other protocols, error cases often require mapping procedures to
error cases. A spoke implements what is referred to as “behaviours“ in order to enable
interaction differences to be handled in a protocol specific manner. The spoke will eval-
uate the intermediate data from the upstream spoke and operate a behaviour. In this
way, an error response on a CoAP spoke, is handled in a MQTT specific manner by its
protocol spoke.

3.6 Testing and Evaluation

The translator has been tested and evaluated for performance. The measure of perfor-
mance was introduced delay to the total Round Trip Time (RTT) of a request. The test
setup is shown in Figure 10. A CoAP based constrained sensor node was implemented
on the Mulle1 platform and a generic HTTP/CoAP client, on a general purpose PC was
used to perform GET requests.

Figure 3.4: Overview of test scenarios: a) no translation direct communication; b) Proposed
translator; c) Californium proxy

1http://www.eistec.se/mulle/
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A Mulle sensor node running ContikiOS and a CoAP server offers a ball bearing
monitoring service and a power service. The packet size of the monitoring serivce is 395
bytes while the power service is a smaller payload with only 202 bytes. This difference
size makes a significant difference to total transmission time, because of the CoAP block
transfer.

The BeagleBone Black BBB is running Debian Wheezy Linux distribution and is
tethered to a Laptop via USB. This tether provides an Ethernet over USB adaptor, this
is the IP interface used for testing. The BBB accesses the 6LoWPAN network through
a Contiki tunslip adaptor and a second Mulle board with a serial connection. Therefore
there is full IP connectivity from the test pc to the sensor node on the 6LoWPAN network.
This hardware setup is shown in Figure 3.5.

Figure 3.5: Test time stamp instrumentation on the BeagleBone Black

To retrieve the timing measurements, the translator was instrumented with the Java
nanosecond timer (millisecond resolution) and also using tcpdump application to monitor
the network adapter traffic. The timing points described in Table 4 are shown in Figure
3.5.

The RTT are calculated according to the lower three equations in Table 4. T1 is the
RTT through usb0; T2 is the RTT through tun1; T3 is the duration that the packet is
held within the BBB.

Each request was repeated 20 times and the results are averaged in Table 5. Looking
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Table 3.3: Test setup timing instrumentation
Translator Timing Instrumentation
t1 = request arrives at application spoke
t2 = request leaves the application spoke
t3 = response arrives at the application spoke
t4 = response leaves the application spoke
Network Time Stamps
tusb1 = request passes through WAN adapter
tusb2 = response passes through WAN adapter
ttun1 = request passes through 6LoWPAN adapter
ttun2 = response passes through 6LoWPAN adapter
Calculations
T1 = tusb2 - tusb1
T2* = ttun2 - ttun1
T3 = (ttun1 − tusb1) + (tusb2 − ttun2)

* Includes IEEE 802.15.4 transmission and sensor processing time

at the value of T3, the delay introduced within the BBB was between 50 and 77 ms with
the Translator and 146 and 177 ms with the Californium proxy. This instrumentation
shows that the QoS SLA can be kept for applications which are tolerant to moderate
delays in the order of 100 ms on average.

Table 3.4: Averaged test results (ms)

CoAP only Translator Californium
Service Wheel Loader Power Wheel Loader Power Wheel Loader Power
T1 246 125 354 179 425 269
T2 246 125 277 128 248 123
T3 0* 0* 77 50 177 146

* This delay represents the Linux IPv6 packet forwarding delay

It is likely that the difference in timing between the Californium Proxy and the pro-
posed translator is due to the complexity of the implementation. The proxy is constructed
to be able to handle a request from any HTTP client and to then translate and forward
to any CoAP server. Also, the forwarding address of the proxy uses must be passed
in-line in the HTTP path. The proxy must manage many in-flight messages sent to
and from many end-points. Where as the translator has a predetermined server and is
expected to be used by only client. It does not need to process addressing information
while translating.
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Chapter 4

Summary of papers

In this chapter a summary of the papers and the contribution of the author towards
the papers is presented.

4.1 Paper A: A Survey of Commercial Frameworks

for the Internet of Things

Authors: Hasan Derhamy, Jens Eliasson, Jerker Delsing and Peter Priller
Published in: Proceedings of ETFA conference 2015, Luxembourg.

This paper surveyed currently available commercial frameworks which support de-
velopment of Internet of Things. The investigation identified that there are two main
approaches to IoT frameworks; 1) data-centric - cloud based frameworks, and 2) device
centric - automation based frameworks. The cloud based frameworks offered very good
multi-protocol support due to a centralized software bus approach. While on the other
hand, device centric frameworks concentrated on a single protocol and implementation,
management and control of devices.

The author was responsible for surveying frameworks and reporting on findings.

4.2 Paper B: Translation Error Handling for Multi-

Protocol SOA Systems

Authors: Hasan Derhamy, Pal Varga, Jens Eliasson, Jerker Delsing and Pablo Punal
Pereira
Published in: Proceedings of ETFA conference 2015, Luxembourg.

In this paper the initial investigation into interoperability for Industrial Internet of
Things was performed. It was identified that interaction pattern differences, exemplified
by error handling, could differ significantly between protocols. In addition, robust sys-
tems require strong error handling. Proposed here was a method for translating error
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mismatches by means of defining behaviors between protocol translations.
The author contributed to defining the error handling technique and the implemen-

tation and testing.

4.3 Paper C: IoT Interoperability - On-demand and

low latency Transparent Multi-protocol Transla-

tor

Authors: Hasan Derhamy, Jens Eliasson and Jerker Delsing
Submitted to: IEEE Internet of Things Journal, 2016.

This paper presented a full Interoperability solution for the IIoT. It proposed a trans-
parency architecture, and software architecture for a scalable and efficient protocol trans-
lator. The proposed translator is a participant in a SOA-based service composition. Using
a hub-and-spoke architecture, the translator is extensible to more advanced translation,
i.e. security, syntax and semantics, and extensible to fan-in and/or fan-out translation.

The author was responsible for transparency design, service provisioning and orches-
tration, software architecture, implementation and testing.

4.4 Paper D: Orchestration of Arrowhead services

using IEC 61499: Distributed Automation Case

Study

Authors: Hasan Derhamy, Dmitrii Drozdov, Sandeep Patil, Jan van Deventer, Jens
Eliasson and Valeriy Vyatkin
Published in: Proceedings of ETFA conference 2016, Berlin.

In this paper a case study of using Arrowhead SOA framework in an IEC 61499 man-
ufacturing line was investigated. The paper is a work-in-progress showing intermediate
results of using a Services based loading and unloading point collaborating with a IEC
61499 based processing station. The translator was transparently employed here with
advanced orchestration in order to connect the IEC 61499 software application with the
services operating in a constrained environment.

The author was responsible for the service modeling and design, for services imple-
mentation and Arrowhead framework integration.

4.5 Paper E: Service Oriented Architecture Enabling

the 4th Generation District Heating

Authors: Jan van Deventer, Hasan Derhamy, Khalid Atta and Jerker Delsing
Published in: The 15th International Symposium on District Heating and Cooling,
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2016, Seoul.
This paper proposes a new approach for the next generation of district heating. The

approach combines SOA-based data services with advanced optimization services. This
provides a new platform for achieving efficiency gains which results in cost savings.

The author has contributed toward applying the Arrowhead framework and describing
how it will operate within the district heating use case.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions and future work

5.1 Conclusion

The Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) is a large and heterogeneous collection of net-
works, devices, developers, owners, users and stakeholders. Each stakeholder approaches
IIoT solutions from their own perspective, and therefore selects communication tech-
nologies accordingly. A push for integrating applications between stakeholders demands
flexible communications. Therefore, interoperability is crucial for the IIoT to operate
smoothly.

Interoperability as defined by IEEE is the “ability of a system or a product to work
with other systems or products without special effort on the part of the customer“. This
is ideally achieved by the use of standards. But the IIoT encompasses such a variation of
requirements that convergence on a single communication standard protocol is not likely.

Hence it must be asked:

Q How can scalable interoperability be achieved within the Industrial Internet of
Things?

This thesis has presented an approach to address interoperability by proposing an
transparent, on-demand, low-latency multi-protocol translator.

• Transparent operation or zero configuration of application systems. This is the first
part of scaling the interoperability solution to handle the dynamic and evolutionary
nature of IIoT.

• On-demand translation means optimal resource consumption for hosting the trans-
lator on constrained devices such as embedded linux devices.

• Low latency design of dedicated pipelined computational resources.

Participant SOA-based system means collaborative operation with framework pro-
vided security and event reporting.
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5.2 Future Work

Future work involves developing a multi-translator orchestration, formal model of the
intermediate format - to verify capability of capturing protocol information, and advanced
translation for security, syntax and semantics.

1. The current translator operates as a single translator within an Arrowhead local
cloud. Having many translator systems within a single cloud provides the oppor-
tunity to optimize QoS by selecting the “most suitable“ translator system. This
requires definition of a semantic to describe the translator system meta-data and
operational state.

2. Security translation should be proven and tested. This means implementing the
proposed authentication and authorization methods and testing security loop-holes.
In addition it would be important to identify performance changes in terms of
latency and resource consumption.

3. A formal model of the intermediate format and a formal compiler between proto-
cols and intermediate format would provide confidence in the extensibility and the
correctness of the translator system.

4. Finally, translation needs to be extended to syntax and semantics. These are the
high layers of interoperability, which are required in order to have full seamless inte-
gration of systems. Then the abstract service description will be the only common
denominator required for two service contracts to achieve interoperability.
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A Survey of Commercial Frameworks for the

Internet of Things

Hasan Derhamy, Jens Eliasson, Jerker Delsing, Peter Priller

Abstract

In 2011 Ericsson and Cisco estimated 50 billion Internet connected devices by 2020,
encouraged by this industry is developing application frameworks to scale the Internet of
Things. This paper presents a survey of commercial frameworks and platforms designed
for developing and running Internet of Things applications. The survey covers frameworks
supported by big players in the software and electronics industries. The frameworks are
evaluated against criteria such as architectural approach, industry support, standards
based protocols and interoperability, security, hardware requirements, governance and
support for rapid application development. There is a multitude of frameworks available
and here a total 17 frameworks and platforms are considered. The intention of this
paper is to present recent developments in commercial IoT frameworks and furthermore,
identify trends in the current design of frameworks for the Internet of Things; enabling
massively connected cyber physical systems.

1 Introduction

For more than a decade the Internet of Things (IoT) has boosted the development of
standards based messaging protocols. Recently, encouraged by the likes of Ericsson and
Cisco with estimates of 50 billion Internet connected devices by 2020 [1], attention has
shifted from interoperability and message layer protocols towards application frameworks
supporting interoperability amongst IoT product suppliers.

The IoT is the interconnection of ubiquitous computing devices for the realization of
value to end users [2]. This definition encompasses ”data collection” for the betterment
of understanding and ”automation” of tasks for optimization of time. The IoT field has
evolved within application silos with domain specific technologies, such as health care, so-
cial networks, manufacturing and home automation. To achieve a truly ”interconnected
network of things” the challenge is enabling the combination of heterogeneous technolo-
gies, protocols and application requirements to produce an automated and knowledge
based environment for the end user.

In [3], Singh et al. elaborate on three main visions for the IoT: Internet Vision,
Things Vision and Semantic Vision. Depending on which vision is chosen the approach
taken by a framework will differ and provide a better result for those applications. As
surveyed by Perera et al. in [4], there are many existing IoT products and applications
available. These however are based on proprietary frameworks which are not available
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for development of customized applications. The frameworks presented in this survey are
all targeted as a basis for development of IoT applications.

This paper presents a survey of highly regarded commercial frameworks and platforms
which are being used for Internet of Things applications. Many of the frameworks rely
on high level software layers to assist in abstracting between protocols. The high level
software layer provides flexibility when interconnecting between different technologies
and is well suited for working in cloud environments. In some cases the frameworks look
into standardizing interfaces, defining a software service bus or simply opting to choose
a single network protocol and set of application protocols. This is further discussed as
follows; in Section 2 introduces the concept of frameworks and defines three categories
of frameworks used in this survey. Sections 3 and 4 then introduces the frameworks and
platforms studied, grouped by application area. In Section 5 a discussion of a comparative
analysis of the frameworks and platforms is presented. The survey finishes with a few
concluding remarks in Section 6.

2 What is an Internet of Things Framework

Framework in the context of this report is a set of guiding principles, protocols and
standards which enable the implementation of Internet of Things applications. It can
but does not need to be an active participant of the overall IoT system. Frameworks
can enhance IoT application development by; rapid implementation, interoperability,
maintainability, security and technology flexibility.

To achieve rapid implementation many of the ”boiler plate” tasks can be computer
aided or removed completely. For example, a web service will not be concerned with han-
dling the routing of messages, this is taken care of by underlying protocol or framework,
such as IP the stack. The Internet protocols are based on layered architecture. Inter-
operability must extend across each layer. For example data packets can be forwarded
between nodes on the same network so long as they all support the same network proto-
col, such as IP. In the context of service oriented architecture, interoperability requires
that applications are able to discover service providers and consume the services in order
to perform the system functions. This requires shared understanding of interface and
shared understanding of data semantics.

A key criteria for opening closed systems to the Internet is security. Authentication,
authorization, confidentiality, integrity and privacy are of most interest to IoT applica-
tions. To be able to upload data to an untrusted cloud service provider and then share
the data with different service consumers requires complex security functions.

2.1 Internet of Things Approaches

The approach used by a framework will determine its suitability for different application
spaces and impact information latency, data collation, feature interdependency, module
design and network topology. This section will provide an overview of the high level
approaches employed in current frameworks.
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Many frameworks take a data centric or data driven approach. Utilizing a global
cloud, they focus on enabling collation, visualization and analytics on data. This archi-
tecture is well suited for applications such as asset tracking, logistics and predictive main-
tenance [5]. In some cases the framework will allow creation of local hosted instances [6]
but do not detail a method of interconnecting multiple cloud instances within the frame-
work. This approach is suitable for providing data as a service but will generally leave the
implementation specifics of the end-points to application developers. The framework sim-
plifies the operation of end-points to only feeding data back to a central repository which
will then implement complex security authorizations and usage tracking. The increasing
computing power at the edge of networks is not leveraged in such frameworks and can
introduce inefficiencies in bandwidth and latency. Figure 1 illustrates the concept of a
global cloud through which IoT applications connect and communicate.

Figure 1: Global cloud concept

A smart objects approach makes the endpoints active participants within the frame-
work. The end points are included as key aspects of the framework which means the
focus of the framework is on interconnecting the end-points. This approach is well suited
for distributed automation tasks which require a high level of device independence, such
as home and building automation and manufacturing.

While the devices can be very small they are often directly addressable from the
Internet, see [7]. Because of this focus on automated end points and functional behavior,
many of these frameworks do not go into the specifics of cloud integration and so do
not provide good support for data collection. The data is produced by end points and
consumed by end-points, which within this context will usually have some predefined
understanding of the end-point pairing. The implementation of the data in the cloud is
left to each IoT designer with minimal support from the framework.

In both of the approaches mentioned, many features such as end-to-end security and
layered interoperability suffer due to ad-hoc development either at the end-points or
within the cloud. A third approach becoming more prevalent, is taking into account
the need to satisfy real-time automation requirements while not hindering the value of
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semantic big data and data analytics. Figure 2 illustrates the local cloud concept with
independent local operation and shared global functionality.

Figure 2: Local cloud concept

Frameworks based on an approach which enables standards based development of end
points and also of data warehousing, will enable secure interoperation of modularized
and distributed applications. Key to the framework is leveraging intelligence at the end
points and utilizing global cloud and local cloud concepts [?]. Enabling specialization
of clouds for the requirements of the user or end points, whilst enabling data and event
movement between clouds. This approach scales peer-to-peer networks into integrated
cloud solutions.

3 Frameworks

3.1 IoT Frameworks for home automation

Home automation has been a key area for development of IoT-based applications. With
the reduction in costs of manufacturing of IoT enabled devices, there are three major
frameworks trying to gain support from device manufacturers and application developers.
IoTivity - backed by Intel and Samsung, AllJoyn - backed by Qualcomm, LG and Sony,
and Thread - back by ARM and Google.

IPSO Alliance

The IPSO Alliance framework is interested in standardizing semantic description in the
IoT and supports a resource based object model [8] for other frameworks to build on.
Using SenML and either XML or JSON encoding the IPSO alliance fills only part of the
framework stack. But other frameworks have chosen to work with the IPSO framework
and indeed IoTivity and OMA-LWM2M do build on IPSO Alliance work. The IPSO
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specification builds on top of IETF CoRE standards such as 6LoWPAN, CoAP and
SenML [8]. .

IoTivity

The IoTivity framework is developed by the Open Interconnect Consortium initially
targeting IoT in smart homes and looking to further expand to other IoT silos. It is
based on CoAP and its key building blocks are the Connectivity Abstraction (CA) layer
and a Resource Introspection (RI) layer. The framework is being extended to HTTP and
other communication protocols are supported through protocol plug-ins [9].

The IoTivity stack is shown in Figure 3. The thin block stack supports resource
constrained devices. IoTivity makes use of D/TLS for security. Another interesting
feature of IoTivity is Soft Sensor concept [9], which supports processing raw sensor data
at intermediate or edge nodes.

Figure 3: IoTivity framework stack

As described in the Things Manager [9], IoTivity adopts a similar approach to the
IPSO Alliance by using a object and resource based model. LWM2M and IoTivity find
convergence here with the IPSO Alliance model and possible opportunity for interoper-
ability.

AllJoyn

The AllJoyn framework, developed by the AllSeen Alliance, is designed for enabling
interoperability for home automation [10] and industrial lighting [10] applications. The
AllJoyn core operates as a software bus [11] between devices. Devices must implement
a bus attachment responsible for message marshaling and serialization. Constrained
devices use a thin library [11], and do not have a bus attachment, so must connect to an
AllJoyn router. Thin devices work at the messaging level, while full devices communicate
by remote procedure calls. Running such frameworks introduces overheads which limit
real-time performance and participation of resource constrained and low power devices.

AllJoyn core library provides authentication and encryption for end-to-end secu-
rity [11]. Authentication is provided by means of Simple Authentication and Security
Layer (SASL) security framework defined by the D-Bus specification [12]. It supports
both point-to-point ”session” keys and point-to-multi-point ”group” keys. Thin Client
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devices [11] don’t support this security. It is transport agnostic [11] and is currently
running on WiFi, Ethernet, serial, and Power Line.

Thread

The Thread groups framework defines a protocol stack based on Nest’s early implemen-
tation of the smart thermostat; it uses the IETF IP stack, UDP and builds up additional
security and commissioning functionality [13]. The Thread protocol can address devices
directly and is able to perform peer-to-peer communications in a mesh network. It is
seen as an evolution from the traditional ZigBee stack to an IP based stack [13].

Being built atop the standard IEEE 802.15.4 radio allows them to make use of already
mass produced ZigBee chips [13]. There is limited information available as Thread is only
available to member companies and the Thread group will be providing a certification
process.

3.2 The Arrowhead Framework

A light framework aimed at enabling the Industrial Internet of Things and to improve in-
teroperability between applications. It is based on Service Oriented Architecture (SOA).
It is made up of three core systems; Service Register, Orchestration, and Authorization.
Supporting SOA-based design principles including; standardized service contracts, ser-
vice loose coupling, service abstraction and service autonomy. In order to be Arrowhead
compliant, applications must register services they produce with an Arrowhead service
registry. Then use the Arrowhead authorization service to accept or reject consuming
applications. The Orchestration system allows dynamic reconfiguration of the service
consumer and provider end-points.

The framework can operate with a hierarchical set of core systems allowing a single
machine to operate its own Arrowhead cloud, allowing local authorization and orches-
tration rules. Inter-cloud service discovery is supported meaning that local clouds can
consumer outside services or provide data as a service to outside consumers.

A sample Arrowhead network is shown in Figure 4. In this network two embedded
devices provide one service each to a third device which then provides a single service to
an operator’s computer. All security, discovery and connection rules are supported by
the Arrowhead framework.

The Arrowhead framework prescribes a method of documentation in order to enable
native interoperability between services, and uses service transparency to enable inter-
operability between services which have used different semantics and communications
protocols. Applications are responsible for implementation details such as messaging
and business logic. Once the base services are developed or 3rd party services are chosen,
Arrowhead provides a framework for governing and interconnecting the services.
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Figure 4: Arrowhead Core Services and network example

3.3 OMA - LWM2M

The Open Mobile Alliance - Light Weight Machine to Machine (LWM2M) framework has
been developed for the purpose of monitoring, provisioning and managing connections of
networked devices [14]. LWM2M is based on CoAP and defines a layer above CoAP. The
initial release addressed the interfaces between two devices in the areas; Bootstrap, client
registration, device management and service enablement, and information reporting [14].
The framework uses the standard CoAP to UDP binding and also defines a new binding
for CoAP to SMS. The LWM2M stack is shown in Figure 5, other than the addition of
SMS, LWM2M utilizes IETF standards.

Figure 5: OMA - LWM2M framework stack

The framework defines a resource and object model whereby the LWM2M client holds
objects which each contain some resources. These objects can be instantiated by either
a remote LWM2M server or by the client itself. Once instantiated the objects can be
operated upon via the interfaces mentioned above.

As shown in the diagram of the LWM2M stack the security layer is handled with
DTLS [14]. It is , but not recommended, possible to send the data without security.
Access control is specified at the object layer with the use of an Access Control Object
Instance [14]. They define what operations are allowed on a per Object Instance case. So
within a given LWM2M client a single object instance will hold resources with different
access control rights depending on the LWM2M server performing the access.
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The framework unifies the CoAP server and client model into LWM2M server and
LWM2M client which allows bi-directionally RESTful communications [14]. For example,
a LWM2M server is able to POST to a LWM2M client and vice versa. This means the
application development architecture has a more flexible concept of client/server.

3.4 Other frameworks

Other frameworks include many groups either targeting niche or specific aspects of the
IoT, or are looking to provide oversight and guidance to the development of the IoT tech-
nologies. The IPSO Alliance targets semantics and standardizing smart object interaction
by defining the information model and RESTfull message exchange. The Industrial In-
ternet Consortium (IIC) is looking to provide leadership and guidance to IoT framework
organizations to bring direction towards convergence in IoT requirements, best practices
and overall architecture. The Smart Energy Profile 2.0 (SEP2.0), originally from the
ZigBee Alliance, is a well-defined specification for smart meters and energy management;
it is now standard of the IEEE-SA. SEP2.0 is based on IP and uses a RESTfull inter-
face. It fully defines governance aspects such as, encryption, authentication and key
exchange [15]. The AXCIOMA [16] framework developed by Remedy IT uses Object
Management Group (OMG) technologies and standards such as CORBA and DDS. AX-
CIOMA has defined the need for supporting Request-Response and Publish-Subscribe
patterns and supports both these interfaces. The framework is targeting real-time and
embedded networks.

4 Platforms

4.1 Cloud-based IoT Platforms

Centralized platforms offer a simple method of integrating sensors into IoT applications.
By employing a global cloud approach, Cumulocity, ThingWorx and Xively provide an
integration platform for organizations to build IoT applications on. They recognize that
many commercial organizations will be interested in gaining value from the data provided
by embedded sensors.

Cumulocity

In the Cumulocity platform, sensor nodes are clients which connect to the cloud through a
RESfull HTTPS API. Sensor nodes are modeled as objects with properties and methods
for access and manipulation. Commands are pulled by devices from the Cumulocity
server [17]. Depending on the pull frequency there will be a delay from the issued
command until the device receives it. Constrained networks not operating on HTTPS
use an ”agent” [17] to connect to the Cumulocity server. A server side ”event” language
syntactically resembling SQL scripting [17] loads triggers to be performed in reaction to
events. Cumulocity only supports RESTful HTTP/S.
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ThingWorx

The ThingWorx platform targets application integration through model driven develop-
ment. It composes services, applications and sensors as data sources and interconnects
these through a virtual bus. The framework is transport agnostic and has been ported
to run with CoAP, MQTT, REST/HTTP and Web Sockets [6]. Treating other clouds as
data sources ThingWorx integrates with other cloud providers such as Xively and web
services such as Twitter and weather services. Communication between devices, services
and applications must be routed through the ThingWorx bus, thereby not enabling peer
to peer communication. Using a Mashup builder, organizations are able to quickly con-
nect data sources to dashboards, for tracking and monitoring assets and gathering data
from many data sources to perform data analytics in real-time [18].

Xively

Third in this group is the Xively platform, formerly known as Pachube. This platform
similar to the previous two provides a central message bus which routes messages between
devices of different protocols. The components which make up the Xively architecture
can be seen in Figure 6.

Figure 6: Xively platform architecture

The message bus combined with the Xively API for MQTT, HTTP, and Web Sockets
to provide an interoperability layer. It is a data driven platform with ability to give fine
grain access to data streams and data feeds. Based on the client server model, they have
a centralized method of device configuration where each device has a virtual presence
and when a device comes online it uses its serial number and some form of mutual
authentication to receive its configuration parameters setup on the Xively server. The
framework has additional services which allow for Business Services, Systems Integration
and Business Opportunities for companies and assist with governance of the network.
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4.2 Device to device platforms

In this section two platforms are described: Echelon’s IzoT platform and the ThingSquare
platform.

IzoT

The IzoT platform is made up of a communication stack intended for peer-to-peer com-
munications [19] consisting of several proprietary high level protocol services which run
on top of UDP [19]. Supporting priority messaging and end-to-end acknowledgements
on unicast and multicast messages, the communication stack can support multiple si-
multaneous messaging on unconstrained devices. It has built in discovery and interface
publishing, and can run on many networks including 6LoWPAN, free topology twisted
pair, WiFi and potentially any medium which can support UDP sockets [19].

IzoT supports symmetric and asymmetric key encryption and authentication. Using
a proprietary communication stack limits the ability for IzoT to be adopted widely for
general IoT applications.

ThingSquare

The ThingSquare platform is founded from the development of the Contiki OS and
is strictly based on IETF communications stacks. Their offering includes cloud based
device governance and boot-strapping, but is limited in terms of cloud based application
integration and data analytics. The focus of the framework is enabling automation,
control and monitoring of smart objects through the Internet. Contiki OS boasts the
smallest IP stack according to ThingSquare [20]. There operating system has been ported
to run on many of the current IoT micro-controllers [20].

The ThingSquare framework uses cloud based services for device management, au-
thentication and authorization [20] of new devices to the network. The ThingSquare
framework will only allow authorized users and devices to register and control other
ThingSquare devices. A simplified network is shown in Figure 7, along with the network
stack supported.

Figure 7: ThingSquare network and stack
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4.3 Platforms for Cloud to Gateway Integration

Intel, Microsoft and IBM have all formed strong offerings in the cloud to device IoT
market. This group of platforms offer platform support in the cloud and also offer
solutions in intelligent gateways, however do not provide much application development
support for end-points.

Intel

Intel have partnered with Wind River and McAfee to produce an IoT framework which in-
cludes hardware for things, intelligent gateways, cloud and Platform as a Service [21] [22].
Intel’s hardware technologies, Wind River’s Operating Systems (OS) and McAfee’s secu-
rity products can be utilized in different layers of the IoT from embedded to the cloud.

VxWorks [23] can scale down to a 20kb foot print for use in constrained embedded
systems, while Wind River’s gateway OS, based on Linux, can support many application
environments including Lua, Java, and OSGi [22]. Whitelisting binaries means that
binaries without the correct signature cannot be executed on a device [22]. Role-based
access control is used to provide a learning mode to generate security policy rules [24].

Microsoft

Microsoft supports the IoT at three layers. The Microsoft Azure Cloud provides an excel-
lent platform for developing and integrating distributed applications using its proprietary
Enterprise Service Bus. Device connectivity and governance is supported by Microsoft
Azure Intelligent Systems Service (ISS) [25]. Microsoft StreamInsight is a platform for
in-memory data analytics and processing [26]. It allows IoT applications to process data
without the latency involved with traditional databases. It can be run as a local Web
service or in the cloud as a hosted service in Azure. The device layer is supported by
Microsoft Windows embedded [27] and the .net microframework (.netmf) [28].

Microsoft Research have developed the HomeOS platform [29] as a multi-protocol
home automation server. It is a virtual OS running on a COTS computer and providing
inter-connection between multi-vendor COTS devices [30]. Although not yet, commer-
cially available, it occupies the same space as AllJoyn, IoTivity and Thread [30].

IBM

There are many offerings from IBM and by combining them it is possible to run an
end-to-end industrial or consumer IoT systems with MQTT-based communications and
enterprise middleware. The key offerings are BlueMix application server, WebSphere en-
terprise integration middleware, MobileFirst application development platform, Informix
database, and the MessageSight MQTT broker. These different IBM products are shown
in Figure 8.

IBM BlueMix is based on Cloud Foundry [31] application server, offering additional
management capabilities. The IBM IoT Foundation is hosted on Bluemix and provides
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Figure 8: IBM product framework

governance of IoT devices. IBM WebSphere MQ offers proven and robust enterprise ap-
plication integration and supports MQTT networks by integrating WebSphere with the
IBM MessageSight Appliance [32]. Previously known as IBM WorkLight Foundation [33]
MobileFirst is a platform enabling machine to machine connections through mobile de-
vices. It is a platform for web application and native mobile application development
and provides hosting for those applications.

IBM MessageSight is a communications appliance which can handle high volumes of
MQTT communications. Built with performance in mind, the IBM MessageSight appli-
ance can process over 350K MQTT v3.1 messages per second and can publish over 15M
messages per second to consumer applications [34]. The IBM MessageSight appliance
can be run in a Virtual environment [35].

5 Discussion

The frameworks and platforms have been introduced and a high level over view of their
key features has been described. Now we will discuss the frameworks within the context
of the evaluation criteria. The evaluation criteria are; the framework approach, industry
support, underlying protocols, security, applicability to constrained devices and support
for rapid application development.

Architectural approaches were introduced in section 2.1 and the frameworks can be
categorized as in Table 1. This categorization is indicative of the target application space
for the frameworks.

Table 1: The three approaches discussed against the frameworks and platforms studied
Approach Frameworks, Platforms and Proto-

cols
Global Cloud Cumulocity, Xively, ThingWorx,

IBM, Microsoft, Intel, LWM2M
Peer to Peer IPSO, Thread, Thingsquare, IzoT,

SEP 2.0, AllJoyn, IoTivity
Local Cloud Arrowhead
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Cumulocity, Xively, ThingWorx, IBM, Microsoft and Intel are serving the global cloud
approach to running IoT Applications. They provide the hosting platforms and applica-
tion API for interacting between devices from applications running in the cloud. This
is a well-known model used for business systems which prefer a centralized application.
LWM2M joins this group as a device governance framework with a centralized approach.
IPSO, Thread, ThingSquare, IzoT, SEP 2.0, AllJoyn and IoTivity have approached IoT
application development from a device level and support a high level of peer-to-peer
operation. This approached serves their customers well in home automation and device
management. Within the local cloud category, Arrowhead sits alone. The unique ap-
proach of this framework is the support for integration of applications between secure
localized clouds. The Quality of Service, Security and scalability of industrial automation
has necessitated this approach.

The qualities of peer-to-peer communication, mesh network support, 6LoWPAN and
low power make the ThingSquare attractive for running edge of network in conjunction
with cloud platforms such as Xively, Cumulocity or ThingWorx.

Table 2 shows a few of the larger IoT framework backers against the frameworks in
this paper. Platforms are not shown here as they are usually supported by the platform
provider only.

Table 2: Frameworks organizations members and supporters.
Framework Arrowhead AllJoyn Thread IoTivity LWM2M
Google X
Microsoft X X
IBM
Intel X X
Cisco X X
GE X
AT&T X X
Samsung X X X
ARM X X
Motorola X
Qualcomm X X
LG X
Schneider Elec. X X
AVL X
STM X
Members 81 101 81 55 96

LWM2M has support from many larger organizations as it falls under the OMA
umbrella of specifications. Frameworks with support from large organizations mitigates
sudden end of support for a chosen framework. It can be seen that Microsoft and Intel,
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while providing an IoT platform, are also members of the IoT framework development.
The number of member organizations within each framework also indicates the confidence
industry has in each framework.

The centralized frameworks mentioned earlier offer message protocol flexibility and
will usually support MQTT, REST and sometimes CoAP and XMPP. Table 3 shows the
frameworks against common protocols. Under the ’other column’ are either proprietary
protocols or less common protocols such as DDS.

Table 3: Communications protocols supported by the studied frameworks and platforms
MQTT XMPP CoAP REST Other

IPSO Alliance X X
LWM2M X
Arrowhead X X X X X
SEP 2.0 X
AXCIOMA X X X X X
Thread Group X
AllJoyn X
ThingSquare X X
IzoT X X
ThingWorx X X X X X
Xively X X X X X
Cumulocity X
IBM X X
Microsoft X

To mention open source frameworks and the protocols they rely on is important to
developers looking for flexibility in choosing libraries, vendor platforms and interoper-
ability. Many of the frameworks are proprietary, but most support at least one open
source messaging protocol. IPSO Alliance, OMA-LWM2M, AllJoyn, IoTivity and Ar-
rowhead are open-source and based on open-source technologies. IBM and Microsoft are
proprietary and the Thread specification is only available for member companies. The
platforms sch as ThingWorx, ThingSquare, Xively and Cumulocity are proprietary and
so moving an application from one to another would be a costly exercise.

In table 4 the frameworks and protocols in this survey are categorized by layer. Most
of the data centric frameworks sit in the application layer, while many of the control
centric frameworks are in the messaging layer. In this case messaging layer is referring
to a layer above transport while still not offering a rich application layer support.

Some of the frameworks such as, IoTivity and AllJoyn support a dual stack implemen-
tation, supporting a reduced functionality stack for constrained devices. However this
is not always the case, such as Xively, Cumulocity and ThingWorx who do not support
constrained devices and rely on intermediary agents or gateways to integrate resource
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Table 4: Frameworks and Platforms categorized by most representative layer
Layer Frameworks or Protocols

Application Arrowhead, IPSO Alliance, Xively,
Cumulocity, ThingWorx, Smart En-
ergy Profile 2.0, Microsoft, IBM,
ThingSquare, Industrial Internet
Consortium, AllJoyn, IoTivity, IzoT

Messaging Web-Sockets, XMPP, MQTT,
CoAP, HART, Thread, AllJoyn

Transport TCP, UDP, WirelessHART, SMS
Network IP, ZigBee

constrained devices. Security aspects are important for hardware requirements. Crypto
hardware support is required by IzoT, AllJoyn and IoTivity. Echelon’s IzoT platform
offers hardware components as part of their framework and also provides adaption layers
for non-IzoT devices. IBM supports its MQTT based framework with a dedicated server
appliance which runs the MQTT broker.

Rapid application development, (re-)configurability, scalability and deployment con-
siderations are important characteristics. It is difficult to make evaluation on such as-
pects, but it is worth mentioning frameworks with comparative strengths. IBM and Mi-
crosoft’s strong background in enterprise service bus means they have a good advantage
for scaling up as business needs grow. ThingWorx, Cumulocity and Xively demonstrate
strength in rapid application development and focus on value added work. Thread, Iotiv-
ity and AllJoyn tend focus on customers using commercial off the shelf devices and there-
fore simplify the deployment. Arrowhead’s strength is in its re-configurability, through
the use of dynamic orchestration of services and systems.

Further on governance and management of the devices, services and interfaces will
assist with rapid application development and maintenance. The cloud platforms such as
Cumulocity, ThingWorx and Xively offer great application governance and some device
management of an active device. However AllJoyn, IzoT platform and ThingSquare
offer good device management and lesser support for application governance. IBM and
Microsoft both have mature cloud application governance and management. Microsoft
has good device management through its embedded OS family and also it’s embedded .net
run time. Arrowhead provides application configuration and authorization governance
through its core services. Applications can discover services, download configurations and
authorize access. The primary purpose of LWM2M is the governance and management
of devices, at a scale for cellular operators. This tends to suggest it will have good
performance for large scale device networks.
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6 Conclusion

As the market for IoT applications grows it industry has worked with academia to create
a standardized set of communications protocols. Next frameworks and platforms for the
IoT are being developed by industrial consortia. This is in order to lay down a foundation
at the application layer which will enable deployments of large scale, either in instance
size or in instance number, IoT applications.

This survey has presented a number of commercially available frameworks and plat-
forms for developing industrial and consumer based IoT applications. The studied frame-
works have each approached IoT from the perspectives and priorities of their customer
needs. The priority was either on; centralizing distributed data sources for cloud-based
applications, referred to as a global cloud approach; or supporting integration of devices
for home(building)-automation, referred to as the peer-to-peer approach; or integrating
devices and clouds together for factory and industrial automation systems, referred to as
the local cloud approach.

A comparative analysis of the frameworks was conducted based on industry support,
use of standards based protocols, interoperability, security, hardware requirements, gov-
ernance and support for rapid application development. Based on this analysis academia
and industry can identify frameworks most suitable for their future projects and identify
gaps in the current frameworks.

Finally, for platforms and frameworks to succeed they must recognize and facilitate:

1. Enable devices, applications and systems to securely expose API’s for 3rd party
systems and to facilitate API management.

2. Enable systems to have protocol interoperability with other 3rd party API’s and
ensure they are extendable for new protocols.

3. Enabling constrained devices to participate into application networks. That is size,
bandwidth, power supply(battery) and processing power constraints.

4. Governance - Enabling management and governance of heterogeneous networks of
devices and applications.

The value of the whole is greater than the sum of its parts.
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Translation Error Handling for Multi-Protocol SOA

Systems

Hasan Derhamy, Pal Varga, Jens Eliasson, Jerker Delsing, Pablo Punal Pereira

Abstract

The IoT research area has evolved to incorporate a plethora of messaging protocol stan-
dards, both existing and new, emerging as preferred communications means. The variety
of protocols and technologies enable IoT to be used in many application scenarios. How-
ever, the use of incompatible communication protocols also creates vertical silos and
reduces interoperability between vendors and technology platform providers. In many
applications, it is important that maximum interoperability is enabled. This can be for
reasons such as efficiency, security, end-to-end communication requirements etc. In terms
of error handling each protocol has its own methods, but there is a gap for bridging the
errors across protocols. Centralized software bus and integrated protocol agents are used
for integrating different communications protocols.

However, the aforementioned approaches do not fit well in all Industrial IoT ap-
plication scenarios. This paper therefore investigates error handling challenges for a
multi-protocol SOA-based translator. A proof of concept implementation is presented
based on MQTT and CoAP. Experimental results show that multi-protocol error han-
dling is possible and furthermore a number of areas that need more investigation have
been identified.

1 Introduction

The Internet of Things (IoT) has assisted in breaking down application domain silos and
promoting horizontal integration between application domains. The Arrowhead frame-
work, presented by Blomstedt et al. in [1] is looking to improve interoperability and
integrability of services provided by networked embedded devices. Cisco has estimated
that there will be 50 billion devices connected to the Internet by 2020 [2]. This is a
staggering number of devices and managing the differing communication standards is
not trivial.

The IoT area has seen many existing and new communications protocols emerging as
preferred standards. The adoption of the varied communication protocols can be linked to
specific application vertical requirements and is likely to stay this way as the IoT further
develops. Thus in order for the Arrowhead framework to provide interoperability between
application verticals, methods and technologies for communication protocol translation
are required.
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Some of the IoT protocols used in Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) based ap-
plications and systems are; Representational State Transfer (REST) over HTTP, eXten-
sible Messaging and Presence Protocol (XMPP), Message Queue Telemetry Transport
(MQTT), Constrained Application Protocol (CoAP) and OLE for Process Control - Uni-
fied Architecture (OPC-UA). Each of these protocols offers benefits in particular applica-
tion requirements, such as low-power operation, verbose headers and semantics, connec-
tion oriented messaging, decoupling producer from consumer, discovery, bootstrapping,
real-time or reactiveness, and statelessness.

For the automaton domain OPC-UA is the predominant SOA protocol when commu-
nicating from the Distributed Control System (DCS) or Supervisory Control and Data
Acquisition (SCADA) level and upwards in ISA-95 architecture. With the expectations
of IoT devices to be used in such ISA-95 architectures, it’s clear that IoT SOA proto-
cols like CoAP, XMPP, MQTT, and REST will show up together with OPC-UA and
legacy technology in large automation systems. Large EU projects like Socrates and
IMC-AESOP have published several papers on such architectures and migration to such
architectures [3][4][5][6][7][8].

Today, there is a variety of commercial IoT platforms which support interaction be-
tween different communication protocols. They offer an API for either; translation agents
[9], [10] running embedded on the device or in gateways or a cloud based software bus
[11], [12] for each protocol. This indicates that there is a need to integrate different
communications protocols.

However, these platforms either confine applications to adapters integrated into their
solutions, or require all communications be routed through a central server. Both ap-
proaches reduce flexibility for application designers and integrators, introduce security
vulnerabilities with untrusted third-party clouds. This creates inefficiencies in the com-
munications path and bandwidth usage for localized applications. Enabling protocol
interoperability by the use of SOA will increase design flexibility, enable local applica-
tions and remove dependency on third-party translators. But Quality of Service (QoS),
end-to-end connectivity, robustness and error handling become challenges which need
to be addressed. A literature search did not reveal much research in error handling in
multi-protocol translation. This indicates the need for more research in this area.

This paper investigates the question of error handling in a multi-protocol translation
for SOA systems. While in a single protocol system, errors are propagated according
to protocol specification. In the case of multi-protocol systems error handling becomes
more complex. In designing a SOA-based translator error handling and considerations
becomes critical to robust communication. An error in one protocol must be translated
to be understood by other protocols. While a SOA-based translator must also address
other aspects such as QoS, control messaging, security and semantic translation, these
are not considered in this paper and are considered future work.

This paper is structured as follows: Section II provides background and related work,
followed by problem definition in Section III and proposed solution in Section IV. An
example application scenario and implementation details and results are presented in
Sections V and VI. Finally, conclusions are summarized in Section VII, with suggestions
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for future work presented in Section VIII.

2 Background and Related Work

A SOA-based architecture presented by Karnouskos et al. in [8] shows a shift towards
SOA paradigm for Industrial IoT (IIoT). Development in the area of SOA is driven by
the need for collaboration within ultra-large Scale systems [13]. SOA has been used to
great effect in web based systems to create an ecosystem of collaborative parts.

The IoT is seeing growth in new application spaces and new application requirements
with an evolving ecosystem of platforms, frameworks, protocols and devices [14]. This
means system integrators are presented with the challenge of evolving their legacy sys-
tems, and technologies, to satisfy the new requirements and make use of new technologies.
By tightly coupling translation agents into the systems the cost of upgrading the system
is increased. Relying on centralized cloud based software bus also limits the ability to
leverage the native benefits of using new technologies.

Collina et al. in [15] have proposed an MQTT to REST bridge. This architecture
exposes MQTT topics as REST resources. This allows MQTT clients and REST clients
to interact through the new centralized QEST broker. There are two terms that appear in
this field: protocol translation and protocol conversion. There is no clear differentiation
between these terms, although ”translation” is used generally in computer networking
(especially and almost exclusively for network layer translation) - whereas ”conversion” is
used more widely in the industrial automation domain [16]. The traditional networking
ISO-OSI terminology for nodes dealing with translation are that switches, routers and
gateways work at the data link, network and transport layers, respectively [17]. The
most widely known functionality is Network Address Translation (NAT), although its
protocol translation version working between IPv4 and IPv6 (NAT-PT) was suggested
for historic status [18] due to a series of serious issues.

There are no general guidelines or standards for higher level translation - these are
seemingly all legacy solutions. Such translators do merely parameter mapping between
two protocols, although sometimes also deal with the issues of the transport layers. For
this study two protocols used in similar application spaces were selected. This investiga-
tion helped to refine challenges error handling and proposal of solutions to address some
of these challenges. CoAP and MQTT were selected as they are both intended to be
used in highly efficient industrial applications.

CoAP The CoAP protocol [19] has been developed by the IETF for use in extending
Internet capability down to resource constrained devices. It applies the request-response
communication pattern to a client-server network model. CoAP is targeting sleepy and
lossy networks in which supporting TCP becomes inefficient and power consuming [20].
It is based on UDP and provides an optional retry mechanism at the CoAP layer. It
has a RESTful API with the GET, PUT, POST and DELETE verbs supported with the
addition of the OBSERVE function. It creates a publisher-subscriber session between
a CoAP server and client, sending notifications either when resource state changes or
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periodically, on expiry of ’Max-Age’ [19]. Having this flexibility makes it an ideal choice
for machine-to-machine interaction.

MQTT The MQTT protocol has been developed for enabling efficient communication
between data sources and data sinks. It applies the publisher-subscriber pattern to a
client-server network model. It has recently been standardized by OASIS but has a long
history with IBM being used in sensor networks. Some of its features [21] are decoupling
data producer from data consumer through the centralized broker system; reduced header
size and event based publishing enable highly efficient communication; QoS levels with
message delivery; and, simple centralized security model with connection initiation by
clients enabling useful firewall and NAT traversal features.

3 Problem Definition

Dependent on how much the protocols overlap in the OSI layers there can be much
complexity in the translation process. Errors which can be detected and monitored need
to be handled in a manner which will enable adequate debugging and issue resolution,
either automated or by manual intervention.

In this section some of the challenges with handling errors of multi-protocol translation
are elaborated and specifically, the case of translation between MQTT and CoAP studied.
The error cases defined may not be exhaustive; however they represent some of the most
common and in some cases challenging errors.

Error cases Connection errors can occur when trying to establish new connections,
having a current connection lost for some reason, or inability to close a connection grace-
fully. These kinds of errors need to be detected and translated appropriately to ensure
efficient use of resources (at the end points as well as at the translator). Also infor-
mation about connection error events need to be made known for analysis on network
performance and identifying candidates for possible improvements.

Lossy communication errors are a real problem in wireless sensor networks (WSN),
which make up a good proportion of the future IIoT. The problem with lossy commu-
nication is made more complex with layers handling the issue at different layers of the
OSI stack. A higher level protocol may rely on a lower level layer to guarantee transport
while the target protocol may perform such transport checking itself. This means that
handling lossy communication at may need to go across layers or provide informational
error alert which will then rely on application layers to monitor and perform corrective
action if needed.

Response related delays and application introduced delays are two such categories of
delay related errors. Miss-matched timeouts at the communications or application layers
can lead to one sided timeouts. To handle one sided timeouts the channels need to be
re-synched, how will the translator deal with this? Application delays could be found
on resource constrained devices not being able to service a request or publish an update
within the time limit expected by the other party.
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Application layer packetization which relies on ordered delivery by underlying layers is
a special case of moving between ordered delivery protocols such as TCP and un-ordered
delivery such as UDP. Is this something which can be handled by the translator? Is this
something which is required by the translator?

Invalid messages arriving at the translator requires the translator to be able to detect
and take appropriate action. In request-response protocols an error message can be sent
to the origin. However in many publish-subscribe protocols it is not possible to send an
error back. The translator must be responsible for providing some level of confidence
to the end points about how much of the protocol dependencies are still valid and how
much cannot be support.

Errors produced as part of the protocol procedure such as authentication problems,
resource availability or others can generate legitimate error codes. These error codes
while represented on one side of the translator need to be passed to the other side. To
address this first the error codes of each protocol must be listed and then mapped based
on the cause. Often the mapping will not be symmetric with many error codes being
mapped to a lesser number, or even some error codes not being able to be mapped at all.
This is described in detail in Section IV.

Transient Error Cases Transient error cases can occur at end points but also in the
translator. This class of error cases relate to errors which can occur at any time and
will generally ’heal’ in a short period of time. They require special treatment in terms of
handling and translation, in terms of maintaining protocol behavior.

Transient errors due to resource usage occur when there is an increase in transla-
tion demand to such an extent that the translator is no longer capable of handling the
throughput. It must take remedial action in accordance with the protocols which are be-
ing translated. These actions are highly dependent on the source of the increased demand
and the capability for the translator to influence this demand. This can be illustrated
where two end-points have a contract for delivery of notifications on periodic updates.
If the size of the messages begins to increase while the rate of the messages remains at
a high frequency, the translation of these message packets may consume resources which
are not available. In this case the source of the data cannot be asked to reduce the
frequency as the contract is between the end points. In such a case the translator must
become a negotiating party and reduce the frequency or the size of the messages. In
some cases the protocol does not allow such freedom for negotiation and in fact requires
the end-point to drop the connection in such situations, as is the case for MQTT [21].

The second transient error case is from buffer problems. Buffer problems can occur
when resource usage increases without correct remedial actions. But in this case we are
referring to miss matches in buffer sizes between protocols and end-points. Whilst one
high performance end-point, such a REST based web application, may be able to handle
large verbose messages, once this is translated for a constrained end-point, such as CoAP,
an error will occur between the end-points and once again remedial action will need to
be taken and the event will need to be logged.

Lastly, transient errors can occur due to miss-matches in protocol or application
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sensitivity to jitter or delays. An application or protocol which has been designed to be
sensitive to a specific range of jitter or delay may find that this is not always possible to
be met either because of the jitter and delays introduced at the translator, or because
the other protocol cannot guarantee the same jitter and delay bands. This can impact
either the protocol behavior or the application behavior and thereby generate errors in
the end-to-end process.

4 Proposed Solution

There is much work to be done in order to address the challenges in the previous section.
As each challenge is tackled there is likely to be an increase in the solution complexity.
This section looks to address error code translation and discuss QoS and Error reporting.

4.1 Mapping Error codes

In this paper the error mapping was done a single pair of protocols. This is the basis
for the development of an error code mapper which would produce a generic interface
which individual protocols must use to define their error codes to the map. In MQTT,
protocol error codes are only reported from the broker to the client [21]. The protocol
does not specify error code reporting by the client to the broker. This is illustrated in
Figure 1. CoAP in turn also only reports errors from the server to the client [19]. This
unidirectional use of error responses means that in certain configurations the error codes
cannot be passed to the end-points. This is discussed further below.

Figure 1: MQTT and CoAP block diagrams. The bold lines show direction of error reporting

The MQTT protocol defines error codes for initial connection and subscription control
packets, other control packets do not have associated error codes [21]. The decoupled
nature of MQTT networks means that clients have much less visibility of errors occurring
in other clients.

Below are two tables with the error codes producible in MQTT and in CoAP. Table 1
shows the error cases which are generated by MQTT and mapped to CoAP. The mapping
in this case is used when a CoAP client is attempting to initiate a subscription to an
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MQTT broker through the translator. This is illustrated in Figure 2.

Figure 2: CoAP to MQTT translator block diagram

In this case error codes generated by the MQTT broker can be translated and passed
to the CoAP client. For example the CoAP client will be awaiting the response to its
GET request and if the MQTT broker does not allow the connection or the subscription,
then this error can be passed to the CoAP client.

Table 1: Error code mapping from MQTT broker to CoAP client
MQTT Error case MQTT code CoAP code

Failure - Topic filter not accepted SUBACK 0x80 Error 4.04
Not Authorized CONNACK 0x05 Error 4.01

Bad username or password CONNACK 0x04 Error 4.01
Server not available CONNACK 0x03 Error 5.03
Identifier rejected CONNACK 0x02 Error 4.00

Unacceptable protocol version CONNACK 0x01 Error 4.06

In Table 2 the CoAP error codes are mapped to MQTT. These represent the case
when an MQTT client subscriber is attempting to retrieve data from a CoAP server.
This case is illustrated in Figure 3.

Figure 3: MQTT to CoAP translator block diagram

In this case there is no path for the error codes to be transferred to the subscribing
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MQTT client. This is due to the nature of the MQTT protocol; and so the CoAP error
codes do not have a mapping to MQTT clients.

Table 2: Error code mapping from CoAP server to MQTT client
CoAP Error case CoAP code MQTT
Bad Request Error 4.00
Unauthorized Error 4.01
Bad Option Error 4.02
Forbidden Error 4.03
Not Found Error 4.04
Method Not Allowed Error 4.05
Not Acceptable Error 4.06 Not supported
Request Entity Too Large Error 4.13
Unsupported Media Type Error 4.15
Internal Server Error Error 5.00
Not Implemented Error 5.01
Bad Gateway Error 5.02
Gateway Timeout Error 5.04
Proxying Not Supported Error 5.05

However, the error codes can be used by the translator and can be mapped to transla-
tor behaviors. That is, for translating between two different protocol pairs, there will be
different behavior by the translator to take corrective actions or logging. This could be
translating the error code as in Table 1, or other remedial actions as defined in the trans-
lator. For the use case implemented in this paper the translator actions are described in
Section VI.

4.2 Quality of Service aspects

Since the translator is in the path between the service producer and the service consumer
application systems, its performance affects the end-to-end QoS. The translator, as a
physical entity has resource limitations for memory and processing power.

Furthermore, it can serve very different application needs and very many of those.
Which means it will handle many queues, which fragment those limitations further:
allocating memory for the various queues, for each entity in the queue; and handling
the processing overhead due to the handle queuing mechanisms (i.e. scheduling). The
translator has similar types of QoS-related issues as a network-level processing node
(i.e. router); although these are somewhat enlarged. This is due to the differences in
information volume: translator needs to process application payload, whereas a router
merely processes the network layer header.

It is not only that the translator (that handles various types of service needs) should
handle QoS profiles, but these should describe further detailed metrics than those well-
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known at the network level. Besides handling loss, delay, delay and utilization metrics,
their more specified versions [22] should be kept under control: one-way and two way
throughput and delay, as well as their variance. Availability as a QoS metric is hard to
address other than binary terms - either it is available, or not. Loss as a quality metric
gets another meaning here - loss in translation - where not the whole message, but its
parts get lost. Depending on the context and the parameters that weren’t able to be
mapped, may lead to QoS degradation - or it may have no noticeable effect.

4.3 Error reporting aspects

One of the most challenging aspects of distributed systems is error diagnosis. The IoT
promises massively distributed systems and with the introduction of cross protocol trans-
lation the error cases not only increase in number but also in complexity. Therefore error
logging and reporting is critical to the success of a translation system.

Systems can take an active approach towards error monitoring which will mean that
the error notification may have soft real-time requirements. While other systems may take
a reactive approach to error monitoring which will mean that they will require persistent
log of the error events leading up to the final event which caused the investigation. This
is true for all distributed systems with or without translation, but as the translation is
a third party to the two end points involved in most interactions it becomes pertinent
to discuss the implications. This means that the error stream reported by the translator
must maintain a link with the end points it is translating for.

Either one of the end-points being translated or a third application will need to
be able to securely and efficiently query the error log. This introduces challenges in
authenticating and authorizing the interested parties to access the logs and to then find
the relevant error records. If the error logs need to be exposed to a third-party which is
providing support, then how can they be authorized to access the required logs?

4.4 Application Scenario

In order to test the proposed method in a real world monitoring application, subtask
1.8 in the Arrowhead project was chosen. Arrowhead is a European R&D project with
the aim to develop SOA-based interoperable systems [1]. Arrowhead’s Task 1.8 is a
research and development activity aimed at delivering hardware and software for ball-
bearing monitoring of a wheel loader. Task 1.8 is a joint collaborative effort conducted by
Lulea University of Technology, SKF and Eistec AB. The translation scenario selected for
demonstrating the challenges of error handling within the framework of Arrowhead is a
CoAP based sensor network monitoring the condition of the wheel loader’s ball bearings
and providing this data as a service within the Arrowhead framework. See Figure 4 for
a layout of the network architecture of Arrowhead Task 1.8

An MQTT based service consumer is behind a firewall and initiates a session with
the broker consuming the sensor data from the CoAP based sensor. The MQTT service
consumer could be a head office system which does not allow incoming UDP packets or
a hand held device running a VPN which again does not allow incoming UDP packets.
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Figure 4: Arrowhead Task 1.8 network architecture

In this case CoAP is not suitable as a service consumer. A high level diagram of this
scenario can be seen in Figure 5.

Figure 5: Secure MQTT behind firewall translated to CoAP for communication

The translator must connect the MQTT broker and the CoAP server to allow data
flow. There are many error conditions possible, as stated in Section III. As a proof of
concept the authors have chosen to detect a sensor disconnect at the wheel loader. In an
industrial environment such as mining, road works or construction sites a disconnection
error is something which the translator must be able to handle. The interaction diagram
between the different components is shown in Figure 6.

Of particular interest in this scenario is the nature of CoAP running on UDP which
is connectionless and therefore requires an agreed timeout based approach to connection
loss. While on the MQTT side TCP is used and therefore a connection state is maintained
between the end points. Even so not all TCP disconnections can be identified and so if
the detection of a disconnection is desired, a heartbeat or a keep-alive timeout is also
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Figure 6: Error condition interaction diagram

required.

5 Implementation and Results

In order to validate the error case assumptions and begin the process of identifying
limitations in error handling of the translation process an error translation scenario has
been implemented. This section will describe the implementation setup and the results
of running the error cases.

Eclipse Paho MQTT client library has been used for developing a simple visualization
of data and events. This was connected to a Mosquitto MQTT broker running on a
standard Windows computer on a loop back network. The wheel loader sensor was taken
from the Arrowhead task 1.8 pilot project and it uses Contiki OS 2.7 and Erbium. The
sensor connected to the translator through a Contiki border router and a BeagleBone
Black gateway. The translator was implemented in Java and uses a Californium [23]
CoAP client to initiate an observe on the state of the wheel loader sensor and using a
hub and spoke architecture passes the resource notifications to an MQTT Paho client
which then publishes the notification to the corresponding MQTT topic in the Mosquitto
broker. This setup is shown in Figure 7 below.

Figure 7: Implementation technologies mapped to system components
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The translator itself is not the core of this paper and so the implementation has
been kept to a simple transfer of payload from CoAP to MQTT. Semantics and other
protocol procedures have not been considered. Using a hub and spoke architecture for
implementation, results in a decoupled component based translator with only simple
object method calls being setup by the hub between the spokes. This can be seen in
Figure 8.

Figure 8: Translator architecture diagram

Running the experiment uncovered several error cases which were in addition to the
disconnect error case that was to be modeled. This unintended error case was very useful
as it shows a real world use case. The wheel loader sensor is a resource constrained
device running on a low power network and therefore notification timeout due to late
delivery or packet loss was common. In these cases the CoAP spoke would follow the
CoAP specification and on max-age expiry, would attempt to re-register the observation.
This was in almost all cases successful and would re-establish the periodic notifications.
However in the MQTT specification there is no mechanism within the protocol to pass
information regarding update timeout except by disconnection. The keep-alive timer was
controlled by the Paho library and so would keep the connection alive even when no data
was being sent. This means that a non-standard message would need to be sent from the
CoAP spoke to inform the MQTT client that the sensor has had a timeout. Processing
of this message would be at the discretion of the MQTT client application.

However, in the event of a disconnection error which does have protocol procedures
in both MQTT and CoAP there is still special behavior required. So the CoAP spoke
monitors the max-age of the last resource state update. If this max-age is exceeded then
a timeout is noted and the CoAP spoke will attempt to re-establish the observation, as
described earlier. However if the re-establishment is not successful then the CoAP spoke
cancels the observation and an error passes an error event to the translator hub. In a
normal setup an ungraceful disconnection detected by the MQTT system, would result
all subscribing clients being delivered a last will message, if it is available. However in
this case the MQTT system does not have visibility of the CoAP disconnection. It is
required to translate and notify the MQTT system of this disconnection event. The
proposed translator maps the CoAP disconnection to a last will message in the MQTT
side. This mapping takes place in the translation hub. Figure 9 shows the interaction
between internal components of the translator system.

In this way, the translator has made use of the protocol procedures of both sides
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Figure 9: Internal object interaction of the translator behavior

to make sure both protocols are aware of the error event. For interoperable use of the
translator between systems the definition of both the timeout event and the disconnect
event signals is a must. For this implementation two event signals were defined and
encoded in XML. These tags are presented below.

<s n=”event ” sv=”d i s connec t”/>
<s n=”event ” sv=”timeout”/>

Implementation of the rudimentary good path payload translation between CoAP
and MQTT was relatively trivial. However implementing the mapping of disconnection
and timeout errors introduced a lot of complexity to the code. By refining the implemen-
tation the error handling and mapping were moved to the central hub. This reduced the
complexity of the translation effort immensely. Each translation spoke did not need to
have knowledge of the other. This means that once a spoke is developed it can be con-
nected through the hub to any other spoke. This reduces the effort required to develop
translation services between the ever changing array of protocols.

By decoupling the protocol specific handling to spokes and translation aspects to
the translation hub has meant that the solution is extensible for new spokes and allows
interesting potential for a multi-spoke translator. It has also meant that error cases can
be handled in a standard manner within the translation hub and new spoke development
need only use available hooks in the translation hub in order to pass error conditions.

The results were promising with key advantages to the use of a hub and spoke SOA
based translator. Its active participation in the network, its simplicity for handling errors
and potential for extension to being orchestrated and also into semantic translation are
the main advantages.

6 Conclusion

This paper has presented the challenges and solution for error handling in multi-protocol
translation scenarios for SOA systems. This work is motivated by the creation of new
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systems-of-systems that are composed of application domains with different communi-
cations requirements. Current protocol translation solutions use tightly-coupled soft-
ware components or integrated middleware that reduces flexibility and increases cost of
change. Moreover, utilizing centralized software bus for translation increases round trip
time, bandwidth usage and introduces further dependencies (i.e. on cloud platforms,
often operated by third parties). In both of these cases intermediary protocols are used
and this limits the benefits of the native communications protocol.

On the other hand, SOA-based translation systems provide the opportunity to de-
couple the translation components from the application development and also create
flexibility in deciding execution location of the translation service.

This paper discussed the challenges of error handling in the case of loosely coupled
SOA translators. Some of the investigated error cases are connection errors, lossy commu-
nication, application introduced delays and protocol error code mapping. Beside these,
the transient errors in the translator and at end-points need to be handled. This means
that not just message parameter mapping, but the protocol procedures of one side needs
to be reflected on the other side. Transient errors can occur, when resource requirements
in terms of memory and processing power do not scale as usage demand increases, a mis-
match in buffer requirements between a protocol pair, or a mismatch in jitter and delay
sensitivity. These transient errors require the translator to be capable of self-monitoring
and also negotiation capabilities with the protocol pairs.

The proposed solution uses translator behaviors, which are then mapped to a protocol
procedure or error code. The translator’s overall behavior depends on the protocols
being translated. This is realized in the implementation by the use of a hub and spoke
architecture with the hub containing the possible behaviors of each spoke.

The proof of concept implementation provided error handling for translation between
CoAP and MQTT. To accomplish this, it was required to pass error cases generated on
the CoAP side of the connection to be communicated to the MQTT side. It was decided
to define a set of xml tags and attributes, which would communicate the errors at the
application level. There were two such events defined for this proof of concept, they were
the disconnect event and the timeout event.

7 Future Work

In the future, the architecture of the multi-protocol translator needs to be defined and
refined. Use case extension to other SOA protocols such as XMPP and REST will also
be needed.

Challenges are seen in orchestration and co-ordination of the translator end-points,
managing resource requirements, providing security in terms of privacy, confidentiality
and authenticity, and proving performance and flexibility gains.

Performance metrics, evaluation and bench-marking will be needed in order to prove
the advantages of a multi-protocol SOA translator. Further development of the semantics
used to send error information and signals should be looked into.

Error logging and diagnosis has much work to be done. Logging encompasses a larger
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scope than just error events should enable SOA based applications to create an end to
end stream of events. An API must be developed with the ability for machine query and
manual query of the logs.
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IoT Interoperability - On-demand and low latency

Transparent Multi-protocol Translator

Hasan Derhamy, Jens Eliasson, Jerker Delsing

Abstract

In the Industrial Internet of Things there is a clear need for a high level of interoperabil-
ity between independently developed systems, often from different vendors. Traditional
methods of interoperability including protocol gateways and adapters, are often used at
the network layer. Recent work on application interoperability has emphasized the use of
middleware or protocol proxy/gateway. However, middleware tends to move the interop-
erability problem rather than solving it, and there are scalability issues with increasing
the number of proxies; re-configuration effort, and required bandwidth and processing
overheads.

This paper proposes a secure, on-demand and transparent protocol translator for
the Industrial Internet of Things. Targeting the challenge of interoperability between
IP-based communication protocols, the paper analyses current solutions and develops a
set of requirements to be met by IoT protocol interoperability. The proposed protocol
translator is not a middleware, it is a SOA-based participant, it is used on-demand when
needed, it does not introduce design time dependencies, it operates transparently, it
supports low-latency, and it is secured through the use of Arrowhead authorization and
authentication.

1 Introduction

The Internet of Things (IoT) is a large and heterogeneous collection of networks, devices,
developers, owners, users and stakeholders. Advances in low cost processors have been a
key enabler of intelligent automation devices. IoT takes the next step of networking these
devices, resulting in intelligent environments. With the heterogeneity of independent
stakeholders a plethora of protocols have been developed. Many of the protocols will
never be known as they are proprietary. But even within standardized protocols there
is a large variety to choose from. They are the result of evolving requirements and
technology. Leading to a highly dynamic ecosystem of co-existing protocols unable to
work with each other. Interoperability in such an ecosystem is a major challenge, and
yet it is a crucial aspect of successful IoT.

This challenge has motivated a large body of research in both academia and indus-
try . One such ambitious project is Arrowhead [2]. With 79 partners from industry
and academia, its grand challenges are ”enabling the interoperability and integrability
of services provided by almost any device”. Arrowhead envisions that Service-Oriented
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Architecture (SOA) is able to tackle these challenges of integration and interoperabil-
ity. In this effort, there are many pilot domains in the areas of Virtual energy market,
Energy mobility and Energy production and end-user services to Production and Smart
buildings and infrastructure. Communication protocol convergence has been seen within
the pilot domains. However differing requirements between pilot domains has shown a
selection of various protocols. They are HTTP, XMPP, MQTT, CoAP and OPC-UA.
This exemplifies both protocol convergence and divergence.

Interoperability in communications protocols is not new, research dates back to the
1990’s with regard to protocol gateways [3, 4] and adapters [5, 6] and more. These
protocol converters primarily concentrate on network layer protocols.

Middleware is an intuitive approach to creating interoperability. It is often a set
of software libraries or infrastructure mediating communication between two systems,
for example starlink [7], INDISS [8] or uMiddle [9]. However, middleware enforces and
influences application design decisions. Additionally, middleware moves, rather than
solves, the interoperability problem. Middleware is further discussed in the related work
in Section 2.

More recent work has looked at bridging IoT protocols using a protocol proxy [10, 11]
and using Enterprise Service Bus (ESB) for multi-protocol systems, such as MuleSoft
ESB [12], IBM MQ [13] and Artix [14].

A proxy is essentially a direct protocol-to-protocol converter. There are three forms a
proxy can take, the forward proxy acts on behalf of the client, the reverse proxy acts on
behalf of the server and the interception proxy is a man-in-the-middle. Protocol proxy
is limited in two ways, firstly, the number of proxies will increase very quickly with each
new protocol. Secondly, each IoT device or application requires re-/configuration for
making use of a proxy or changing a proxy.

An ESB is a form of centralized software bus, it is an integration middleware which
will normally support a variety of protocols [1]. It is based on using an intermediate
protocol [13] between service consumers and providers. Centralized systems such as ESB
introduce bandwidth and processing overheads. Every message between peers must be
routed through the ESB regardless of the need. Additionally, integration points between
independent ESBs is not clear or standardized, therefore requires custom configuration.

An obvious alternative which should be mentioned, is that of convergence. Is it
possible for IoT to converge on a single shared protocol? This is not un-precedented, the
Internet has seen convergence on the Internet Protocol (IP). But even so, above TCP
and UDP there are still numerous application protocols and un-countable proprietary
protocols. At this time, it is unlikely to see convergence on a single IoT communication
protocol. Section 2 further elaborates on related work.

It can be said that protocol interoperability has unsolved questions and with the
attention on IoT it has become a crucial challenge to resolve.

The IoT and in particular Industrial IoT (IIoT) adds new requirements for protocol
interoperability which complicates the challenge. It demands that the protocol bridge is
transparent, scalable, secure and verifiable. Additionally it must be capable of verbose
reporting and supporting Quality of Service (QoS). QoS Service Level Agreement (SLA)
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is often protocol dependent and when translating between protocols the SLA must be
preserved or relevant changes notified to consumer and provider systems. These require-
ments are described in Table 1.

Table 1: Summary of challenges in IoT protocol interoperability
Challenge Description
Transparency Transparency is that there should not be any configura-

tion introduced to application systems due to protocol
bridging. As the numbers of devices increase, the cost
of configuring and re-configuring inhibits change.

Scalability Scalability means the interoperability solution must
scale down to a single threaded embedded Linux board
and scale up to handle hundreds of active service
consumer-provider exchanges.
The proposed solution takes this into consideration, but
does not perform evaluation.

Secure Secure means that independently distributed applica-
tions are able to authenticate and authorize with the
interoperability solution so that it is a trusted-man-in-
the-middle.
This work proposes a solution, but does not implement,
or evaluate.

Verifiability Verifiability provides confidence the interoperability so-
lution is well-formed, but also enables automated gen-
eration for new protocols.
The proposed solution does not address this challenge.

Reporting Reporting is that the interoperability solution must re-
port errors, exceptions, utilization and performance.
When dealing with large networks of devices, edge cases
become common and only thorough reporting can root
cause analysis be performed.
The proposed solution addresses this challenge, but does
not implement.

QoS QoS is essential for IIoT applications. SLA negotiation
and monitoring is the very minimum toward robust IIoT
applications.
The challenge will be addressed in future contributions.

This paper is an effort toward addressing the research challenge of implementing an
IIoT suitable protocol translator satisfying the above mentioned requirements. The pro-
posed translator approaches the challenge from a SOA point of view. A benefit of the
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proposed translator is treating translation as an active function within the SOA-based
framework. The proposed translator provides on-demand protocol bridging and is a com-
posable service. It supports overall operation without introducing dependencies on the
application systems. Described in Section 3, the SOA-based Arrowhead framework intro-
duces the key ingredients for a SOA-based application. It is the dynamic orchestration
and authorization which the proposed translator design relies on for enabling secure,
on-demand, protocol translation injection.

The main contributions of this paper are;

1. Proposed protocol translator for SOA-based systems. The protocol translator is a
good way of achieving interoperability without imposing design dependencies on
application software (Section 4);

2. Software architecture of the protocol translator (Section 5). Based on hub-and-
spoke the architecture is both scalable and modular;

3. Performance evaluation against two main cases: the Californium HTTP-CoAP
Proxy and in the ideal scenario of single protocol (Section 7).

The next section will present the related work in detail before briefly introducing the
Arrowhead framework in Section 3.

2 Related Work

Middleware is a common approach to addressing interoperability, some examples are
uMiddle [9], starlink [7], INDISS [8] and UIC [15]. In UIC client systems are required
to implement parts of the middleware in order to interact with the middleware infras-
tructure and each other. On the other hand, uMiddle and INDISS require no changes
to the client systems they are bridging, so they are transparent to the client. As these
solutions have focused on networked homes, they are oriented toward protocols such as
Service Discovery Protocol and Simple Service Discovery Protocol. To use in wider IoT
areas, there are problems with security and scalability. Furthermore, the middleware so-
lutions have moved the interoperability challenge so that they bridge some protocols, but
would themselves require bridging between each other. In-fact both starlink and uMiddle
claim to address interoperability issues between existing middleware, while themselves
introducing another layer of middleware.

ESB is a form of middleware infrastructure used in SOA-based enterprise systems. It
is often used in highly controlled or static environments where service composition is the
primary challenge. It provides an intermediate protocol, for example as in [13], to which
other service based protocols are translated. For dynamic systems or systems consisting
of many independent device owners, these solutions incur heavy configuration and delay
costs.

Protocol translation has been the tradition of network layer protocols and research
has been on-going since very early networks pre-dating the Internet. A detailed survey
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of the problem of protocol conversion was presented by Green in [16]. In this work Green
describes in great detail the challenges of protocol conversion and presents a structured
approach toward converter creation. Green’s work on protocol conversion carries concepts
and ideas which can be applied to current networks.

Kenneth et al. in [17] lay the ground work to use formal methods in protocol con-
version. This work utilized two formal methods; Conversion via projection and by finite
state machine, presented by Okumaru. This fundamental work has led to further, more
recent, work in the area. Sinha et al. in [18] worked toward a formal method of syn-
thesizing protocol converters for use in System on-a-chip(SoC). Utilizing CTL Module
Checking they were able to generate verifiable converters capable of buffering signals and
handle behavioral protocol mismatches.

Also, relevant to this work is protocol translator generation. Work in this area fol-
lows very closely on from formal methods, automated converter generation is presented
by Liu et al. in [19] and Bromberg et al. in [20]. They argue that manual generation
of translation schemes is error prone, costly and introduces implementation delays when
new protocols are introduced. Automatic generation of translators is a huge cost reduc-
tion, but requires specification in a Domain Specific Language (DSL). This issue is not
addressed in this paper.

Protocol proxying is a well known method of creating interoperable applications.
For example an HTTP-CoAP proxy mapping [21] was proposed even while the CoAP
protocol was still in early draft form. There have been several works undertaken to prove
the implementation and usability of HTTP-CoAP proxies including work by Lerche et
el. in [10] and Castellani et al. in [11]. In [10] the forward proxy required that the HTTP
client be configured to pass the CoAP URI in the query path of the proxy request. In
[11], in-addition to the forward proxy, a reverse proxy was also utilized, which requires
the CoAP server nodes to register their routes with the proxy. After this configuration,
the rest of the operation can be made transparently between the protocols. In order to
remove even this, [10] suggests that an interception proxy is usable, but not desired as
it requires further network configuration. The protocol proxy does not act as a formal
middleware, but in most configurations is an always on translator. Meaning that even
when translation is not required the message will transit through the proxy and incur a
certain delay.

3 Arrowhead Framework

The Arrowhead framework [22] provides the operational environment for the translator.
Arrowhead exploits existing open standards for communication and security. There are
three core functions it provides, service registry, orchestration, and authorization. These
are detailed in the next sub-sections. Directly related to the challenge of interoperability
is the SOA principle ”Standardized Service Contract” [23]. Arrowhead uses the document
structure shown in Figure 1. In the center Service A Contract defines Service A which is
exchanged between System P and System C. The four documents ASD, AIDD, ACP and
ASP are presented by Blomstedt et al. in [24] and are described in Table 2. As defined
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by the Object Management Group, the SoaML [25] specification has participant entities
which provide and consume services. Within the context of the Arrowhead framework a
system is the participant entity.

Figure 1: The Arrowhead service contract

Table 2: Arrowhead Service Contract Documentation
Document Description
SD Service Description - A pure functional description of the service.
IDD Interface Design Description - The concrete description of the in-

terface including access methods and information exchange flow.
CP Communication Profile - the concrete description of the messag-

ing protocol and/or how the logical transportation of information
occurs.

SP Semantic profile - The technology for encoding and the semantic
standard used.

Following is a brief introduction to the core components of the Arrowhead Framework:

3.1 Service Registry

The service registry is the first step in a SOA-based system and acts as the directory for
advertising and discovering services. Arrowhead uses the standardized DNS-SD service
registry and provides a REST over HTTP/CoAP interface for performing the functions
of publishing presence and discovery.

3.2 Authorization

Authorization is a core service which allows service providing systems to delegate respon-
sibility of access control to a centralized system. This allows constrained systems a high
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level of security without introducing security processing overhead in the service exchange
[26].

3.3 Orchestration

Within the context of SOA-based software systems, orchestration is the process of find-
ing the optimal service provider for a target consumer. For example; a thermostat for
a room within a building will need to consume a temperature service provider. Orches-
tration should be able to identify a suitable temperature service provider, such that the
thermostat is able to function appropriately.

4 Proposed SOA-based translator

Protocol conversion can be done as direct protocol-to-protocol translation. It has the
minimum information loss in the conversion process. A pair of protocols will utilize
one translator. However in a system with more than 3 protocols, the number of direct
translations grows faster than the number of protocols, given by Formula 1 where n =
number of protocols.

n−1∑
k=1

k =
n(n− 1)

2
(1)

For example 4 protocols will require 6 translators and 5 protocols will require 10 and
so on. This is illustrated in Figure 2-a.

To reduce the number of translators, an intermediate protocol can be selected from
the existing protocols. All protocols will be translated to the intermediate protocol, and
the number of translators will be equal to n-1. But as shown in Figure 2-b a peering of
nodes with protocols A and E, will use two translators to communicate. This results in
increased information loss and delay.

Figure 2: Comparison of direct vs mediated translation
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To address this issue the proposed translator utilizes an intermediate format, not
protocol, shown in Figure 2-c. The intermediary format is not sent on the wire and can
capture all protocol specific information. The information loss is reduced to that of a
single translator, from intermediate format to target protocol. There is a lower parsing
requirement going from protocol to intermediate format and so the translation delay is
reduced to that of a single translator.

The proposed translator is located within local clouds of IoT Things. Figure 3 shows
a cloud servicing an industrial site, while another cloud has mobile things and a charging
station. In these cases, the translator is positioned along side the Arrowhead core services.
The translator will utilize information regarding the service contract (detailed in Table
2), to identify mismatches and what is required to resolve these mismatches. For the
protocol translator, only the Communication Profile is relevant, as this is what captures
all protocol related information. But the rest of the document structure will be utilized
as the translator is extended with translation between different semantics and security
technologies.

Figure 3: The proposed translator within IoT

Referring back to Arrowhead service contract, it can be said that the proposed trans-
lator resolves differences in the contracts between a service provider and consumer. This
interoperability scenario is shown in Figure 4. System P honors contract Service A and
System C honors Service A*. The difference between service contracts is in the commu-
nication protocol and possibly the interaction pattern. The translator must honor both
contract A and A* and bridge the two service contracts.

The translator is transparent to both systems in the service exchange which means
that the translation mechanism does not rely on any in-band information beyond than
the normal service contract. The translator therefore is provided out-of-band information
in order to correctly honor both Service A and Service B contracts. This out of band
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Figure 4: An Arrowhead service contract with a protocol mismatch

information is detailed in Section 6. In Figure 5 the SOA-based Translation System is
shown with all of its external interfaces and also its transient translation interfaces. At
the top of the figure are the external interfaces to the Arrowhead core services. The
Translation Service is the discoverable interface for requesting instantiation of transient
translation interfaces. The Protocol A and Protocol B can be any combination of IP based
protocols. The Transient Services are not discoverable and are dedicated to bridging a
specific combination of service provider and consumer.

Figure 5: Translator SOA system interfaces diagram

The Translation Service interface receives information regarding the service contracts
to be honored and extracts the required protocol information. Part of the request also
includes the addressing information of the service provider instance. There is further
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detail in section 6 for this interface.

5 Translator Architecture

In this section the proposed translator has been implemented. It is an important contri-
bution as it serves as a proof of extendability and guide for refining the translator.

Each protocol is implemented as a service provider, server, and a service consumer,
client. The overview block diagram of the translator architecture follows in Figure 6. The
proposed translator has been implemented in Java. The translation system is composed
of a single translator service instance and the translation service initializes and managers
translation hubs. Each translator hub has two base spokes, which are initialized according
to the requested protocol configurations.

Figure 6: Translator Block diagram

The translator service and hub are aimed at being kept simple and lightweight. The
sophistication of the translator is in the spoke implementations. Almost any protocol
library could be used to implement the protocol spokes. Evolution and extension to the
spoke capability should not impact the core of the translator or other spoke implemen-
tations.

5.1 Intermediary format

An intermediary format enables inter-changeable usage of protocol spokes. This makes
the intermediary format critical for the extendability of the translator. The intermediary
format must support data, meta-data and state associated with a message. Addition-
ally the intermediary format must also hold behavioral aspects of the protocol. This
is because protocols define interaction patterns and these must also be translated. A
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request-response or publish-subscribe pattern will require different approaches, for ex-
ample toward error handling [27].

The intermediary format is shown in Figure 7. Method is the CRUD operation; object
is the entity to be operated on; query is the parameters of a read operation; payload is
the body of the packets; payloadFormat is the format of the payload; exception is the
error code.

Figure 7: The intermediary format is made up of 7 items

5.2 Error Handling

Error handling is a special concern for application layer translators. Protocol translation
error handling has been investigated in [27]. They concluded that in order to bridge
differences in protocol error/exception handling, the notion of behaviors must be intro-
duced. A behavior is a protocol spoke specific routine which handles a protocol mismatch
by a combination protocol and non-protocol actions.

5.3 Quality of Service

At times Quality of Service (QoS) might be best-effort or it could be critical to correct
system operation. Although the translator is not intended to be used in hard real-time
applications, QoS is still possible to be monitored and reported. The translator Service
Level Agreement (SLA) is negotiated at the time of translator service request. Table 3
shows the QoS parameters which are of primary concern to the translator.

5.4 Security

IoT security offers many challenges in its own right. The protocol translator does not
need to interrogate service payloads, and so end-to-end encryption of the payload is
possible. The question of authenticity and authorization is addressed by handshaking
with the Arrowhead authorization system, as shown in operations b, e and g of Figure 9.
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Table 3: Quality of Service considerations for translators
QoS Parameters Description
Losses Represents the number of requests or responses lost, can either be

by the translator or in the network
Delays Must represent the maximum, minimum and median delays asso-

ciated with translated requests
One-way throughput The number of requests translated over a given period
Two-way throughput The number of request-response pairs translated over a given period
Variances Variance measurements for each of the parameters is desired to

monitor health of the translator
Utilization metrics Total requests, responses, payload sizes, up-time and maximum

concurrent requests

5.5 CoAP Spoke

The CoAP spokes have been implemented using the Californium CoAP library. The
CoAP server spoke consists of a Californium CoAP server with the RootResource over-
ridden. The CoAP client spoke uses a worker to asynchronously perform the CoAP
request and return the updated context to the calling spoke. There are no special be-
haviors implemented in these spokes.

5.6 HTTP Spoke

The HTTP server spoke has been implemented using the Apache HTTP libraries, it is
loosely based on the Californium proxy HTTP Stack. The server spoke sets up the HTTP
listener and on reception of an HTTP request forwards the request to the next spoke.
Similar to the CoAP spoke the HTTP client spoke uses a worker to asynchronously
perform the HTTP requests. There are also no behaviors implemented in these spokes.

5.7 MQTT Spoke

The MQTT spoke has been implemented using Eclipse Paho library. The primary differ-
ence in this spoke is the worker thread is now on the MqttServer spoke rather than the
client spoke. This is needed to achieve pro-active behavior. The worker thread is used
in the different configurations shown in Figure 8. In the case of 8-a the translator must
initiate a pull from the REST server and publish the result to the MQTT broker. While
in the case of 8-b the translator, must pro-actively subscribe to the MQTT broker, and
push the results to the REST server. In both cases the spoke orientation remains the
same, while the direction of data flow changes the interaction pattern of the translator.

In the cases of 8-c & 8-d the translator now has a MQTT client spoke and a REST
(CoAP/HTTP) server spoke. The translator can wait for a REST client to initiate a
request to the REST server spoke before either subscribing, 8-c, or publishing, 8-d, to the
MQTT broker.
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Figure 8: MQTT translator configurations - interaction pattern challenge

6 Transparency

Within the context of this paper, transparency is from the perspective of the application
systems. That is, application system designers should not be concerned with protocol
mismatches or how they are resolved.

The proposed transparency works in conjunction with Arrowhead orchestration de-
scribed Section 3.3. Figure 9 shows a sequence diagram of a translation. After Arrowhead
system start-up, in 9−a the translator receives a service request and sets up a transient
translation hub. In 9−b the hub creates two protocol spokes and retrieves temporary
credentials from the Arrowhead authorization system. Next in 9−c it sends the response
with the address information of the provider spoke. This could be an MQTT topic +
broker, XMPP chat room + server or CoAP/HTTP URL. 9−d initiates the service ex-
change. System A is authenticated in 9−e. The translated request is now sent to the
target system 9−f . Prior to servicing the request, the translator is authenticated and
authorized by the authorization system. Finally the service response is translated back
to the origin. As can be seen from this diagram, the orchestrated ”consuming” system
is not required to take any actions outside normal Arrowhead boot-strapping.

Following the principles of SOA-based design, the translator system is autonomous
and so not coupled to the orchestration system. The translator system monitors and
cleans up redundant translator hubs. Garbage collection of disused translators is handled
by an internal spoke watchdog which will notify inactivity after a timeout. The time is
configurable in the translator service request generated by the orchestrating system. The
translator may receive duplicate requests for the same translation pairing. De-duplication
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is handled by the translator system and rather than creating a new translation hub
instance, the existing one will be sent in response.
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7 Testing

The delay introduced by the translator has been measured and evaluated against the
Californium proxy. A control test with a single protocol scenario was also run. These
three setups are seen in Figure 10. Test setup 10-a has an CoAP request generated from
Firefox Copper plug-in and sent directly to the CoAP sensor, of course via a 6LoWPAN
border router. Setup 10-b generated an HTTP request from Firefox HttpRequester plug-
in to the translator, which then generated the corresponding CoAP request to the CoAP
sensor. Setup 10-c followed on from setup 10-b except that it utilized the Californium
Proxy rather than the SOA Translator. Both translator and proxy were run on the same
BeagleBone Black (BBB) hardware.

Figure 10: Overview of test scenarios

The hardware is setup with the Mulle sensor node running a ContikiOS CoAP Server
offering two services; Firstly, the Wheel Loader service measures the vibration, rotation
and temperature of a ball bearing on a Volvo wheel loader, the service endpoint is ad-
dressed as coap://[sensor-ip]:5683/wheel loader. The payload structure can be seen in
Figure 11 and has a length of approximately 375 bytes. It is transfered in two CoAP
blocks and is transmitted as a confirmable response.

The Power service measures the sensor nodes power status. The payload can be seen
in Figure 12 and is approximately 202 bytes. It is also a confirmable response, and is
sent in a single CoAP block.

The BBB is running Debian Wheezy Linux distribution and is powered and tethered
to a Laptop via a USB slave. The USB Network Adapter (usb0) is used and has static
IP Addresses 192.168.7.2 and FDFD:55::80FE. IPv6 packet forwarding has been enabled.
The border router of the 6LoWPAN network is connected to the BBB through Contiki’s
tunslip6 program. Therefore there is full IP connectivity from the test pc to the sensor
node on the 6LoWPAN network. This hardware setup is shown in Figure 13.

There are three Putty sessions connected to the BBB for monitoring and control of
the applications. In order to monitor the delay introduced by the translator, timing
measurements are scoped to a single time domain on the BBB.
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<?xml ve r s i on =”1.0” encoding=”UTF−8”?>
<senml xmlns=”urn : i e t f : params : xml : ns : senml”
bn=”urn : dev :mac :0024 b e f f f e 8 0 4 f f 1 ”
bt=”1425256833” ver=”1”>
<e n=”pkt id ” u=”count” v=”43”/>
<e n=”rpm” u=”r /m” v=”−3”/>
<e n=”rpm av” u=”r /m” v=”0”/>
<e n=”totrounds ” u=”count” v=”0”/>
<e n=”to t rounds r ” u=”count” v=”0”/>
<e n=”bearingtemp” u=”Cel ” v=”25.9”/>
<e n=” r s s i ” u=”%” v=”30”/>
</senml>

Figure 11: Wheel loader request payload

<?xml ve r s i on =”1.0” encoding=”UTF−8”?>
<senml xmlns=”urn : i e t f : params : xml : ns : senml”
bn=”urn : dev :mac :0024 b e f f f e 8 0 4 f f 1 ”
bt=”1425256855” ver=”1” bu=”V”>
<e n=”Vbat” v=”4162”/>
<e n=”Vchr” v=”5080”/>
</senml>

Figure 12: Power request payload

A network traffic monitor tcpdump is running on the BBB and is used to take time
stamps on the external usb0 network interface and the 6LoWPAN tun1 network interface.
The network time stamps provide two round trip times (RTT) which, when subtracted,
isolates the time spent between the BBB’s network interfaces.

In the case of the proposed translator, there are 4 additional time measurements which
help to analyze the translation delays. The timers t1, t2, t3, t4 are Java nanosecond timers,
with millisecond resolution. All time measurements from Figure 13 are listed in Table 4.
The calculated times in the lower part of the table are: T1 is the RTT through usb0; T2
is the RTT through tun1; T3 is the duration that the packet is held within the BBB.

The tests were carried out 20 times per service request per scenario. The results
are averaged and can be seen tallied in Table 5. The CoAP only scenario shows the
optimal performance with only very small IPv6 forwarding delay in the BBB. While the
Californium Proxy had the largest delays on the BBB, with averaged delay introduced
by the proxy between 146 ms and 177 ms. The translator showed better performance
with shorter delays of between 50 ms and 77 ms.

Shown in Figure 14 is a stacked line graph of the translator timing for the power
service request. The lower line is the time spent in the HTTP library, the middle line
is the time spent in the translator application, and the top line is the time spent in the
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Figure 13: Test time stamp instrumentation on the BeagleBone Black

Table 4: Test setup timing instrumentation
Translator Timing Instrumentation
t1 = request arrives at application spoke
t2 = request leaves the application spoke
t3 = response arrives at the application spoke
t4 = response leaves the application spoke
Network Time Stamps
tusb1 = request passes through WAN adapter
tusb2 = response passes through WAN adapter
ttun1 = request passes through 6LoWPAN adapter
ttun2 = response passes through 6LoWPAN adapter
Calculations
T1 = tusb2 - tusb1
T2* = ttun2 - ttun1
T3 = (ttun1 − tusb1) + (tusb2 − ttun2)

* Includes IEEE 802.15.4 transmission and sensor processing time
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Table 5: Averaged test results (ms)

CoAP only Translator Californium
Wh Ldr Power Wh Ldr Power Wh Ldr Power

T1 246 125 354 179 425 269
T2 246 125 277 128 248 123
T3 0* 0* 77 50 177 146

* This delay represents the Linux IPv6 packet forwarding delay

CoAP library.

Figure 14: Proposed translator delay timing for the /Power request

Except a few outliers, there is little variability in the translator timing. The translator
hub and spokes are currently very simplistic, and most of the processing will be in the
protocol libraries, handling new requests and tracking responses. Shown in Figure 15 is a
similar graph for the wheel loader request. There is much greater variability in the timing
for this request. The CoAP library seems to be responsible for much of the variability.
This is likely to be related to the 2-block transmission and the CoAP library handling
this differently to the first case.

The CoAP library tends to consume a larger proportion of the processing time than
expected. This could be because the CoAP library uses many threads [28] and so perhaps
running on a single core processor introduces overhead in thread context switching.

The next two Figures 16 and 17 compare the RTT of the three scenarios. It can be
seen in the Power request graph (Figure 16) that the CoAP only transmission is very
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Figure 15: Proposed translator delay timing for the /Wheel Loader request

consistent. The Californium Proxy varies over the requests while the translator has a
few outliers but otherwise stays within a narrow band of +/- 40ms.

Figure 16: Comparison of RTT for the /Power request
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In the case of the Wheel Loader service request the control time is increased from
just above 125ms to close to 250 ms. The Californium Proxy seems to settle down after
the first 7 to 10 requests. Removing this settling time will bring timing very comparable
to that of the translator.

Figure 17: Comparison of RTT for the /Wheel Loader request

It is likely that the difference in timing between the Californium Proxy and the pro-
posed translator is due to the complexity of the implementation. The proxy is constructed
to be able to handle a request from any HTTP client and to then translate and forward to
any CoAP server. Also, the forwarding address of the proxy uses must be passed in-line
in the HTTP path. The proxy must manage many in-flight messages sent to and from
many end-points. Where as the translator has a predetermined server and is expected to
be used by only client. It does not need to process addressing information while trans-
lating. Another difference is the proxy also handles caching which the translator does
not. Still the proxy is a direct protocol-to-protocol translator and so is optimized for that
translation. While the proposed translator is built to translate between any protocol to
any protocol, dependent only on a protocol spoke being available.

8 Conclusion

IoT interoperability is a challenge that is being addressed widely. The limitations with
current solutions is reliance on permanent middleware or highly configured networks/ap-
plications. This results in scalability and performance issues. They create operational
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silos requiring specialized integration points. Moreover, the IoT domain imposes new
requirements to the application of interoperability solutions, as described in Table 1.

This paper addresses this challenge by proposing an on-demand and transparent
multi-protocol translator for SOA-based IoT applications. Operating alongside a SOA-
based orchestrator, the proposed translator is used on-demand for definite protocol mis-
match. The orchestrator composes the service exchange through the translator resulting
in zero application configuration.

The proposed translator architecture splits a protocol into two spokes, a service
provider spoke, and a service consumer spoke. The translator can handle many pro-
tocols as each protocol implements just two spokes. The spokes integrate through an
intermediate format. This allows any combination of protocol spokes. However translat-
ing from publish-subscribe to request-response patterns demands pro-active spoke imple-
mentation. The MQTT spokes actively pull and push messages, imitating the original
interaction pattern..

Testing showed that the proposed translator performed as well, if not better than a
common protocol proxy, the Californium proxy. The proposed translator introduced on
average a 50 ms delay for a single block CoAP request + response and 77 ms delay for
a two block CoAP transmission. This difference is caused by the CoAP library handling
multi-block messages. This result demonstrates that the intermediate format does not
introduce more delay than the direct protocol-to-protocol translation. Which means that
the proposed translator demonstrates satisfactory performance and a minimum increased
latency.

The paper also proposes security and reporting aspects of the translator, however
these are not yet implemented. The translator actively participates in security hand-
shakes resulting in fine grain access control and authentication. The translator utilizes
event reporting for active fault detection and support diagnostics. The translator follows
SOA principles and can operate both autonomously, or as a traditional gateway.

9 Future work

Future work involves developing one-to-many protocol fan-out, multiple translator or-
chestration and translating encoding and semantics.

The current hub only supports two spokes. An enhancement would be to support a
one to many fan out. This would enable multiple service consumers of different protocols
to access a single service provider.

The current translator operates as a single translator within a local cloud. It is
desirable to deploy multiple translators to a single local cloud to help with load balancing
and reducing communication latency by selecting a nearby translator.

As stated in interoperability requirements translating encoding, compression and se-
mantic differences must be addressed. Once this is achieved, only the abstract service
description needs to be common between two service contracts in order to achieve inter-
operability.
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Finally, the proposed security, reporting and formal specification of the translator
needs to be implemented.
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Orchestration of Arrowhead services using IEC

61499: Distributed Automation Case Study

Hasan Derhamy, Dmitrii Drozdov, Sandeep Patil, Jan van Deventer, Jens Eliasson and
Valeriy Vyatkin

Abstract

This paper presents a novel approach to automation of flexible manufacturing systems
with mechatronic intelligence and distributed control. The mechatronic intelligence layer
is implemented using a combination of wireless sensor/actuator networks with service-
oriented architecture, where services are located at the device level, as well as in local
and global Clouds following the Arrowhead framework.

The machine/floor level coordination is implemented using the distributed automation
architecture of IEC 61499, which is also used as a graphical tool for orchestration of
services.

The paper discusses the enablers developed in-order to combine IEC 61499 and Ar-
rowhead and the use is illustrated on a laboratory scale flexible factory example. By
integration of Industrial IoT with IEC 61499, we envision that large gains in terms of
engineering effort and system operation performance can be made.

1 Introduction

Modern concepts like Internet of Things, Cyber-physical systems and Industry 4.0 are
defining the shape of future industrial automation systems. These concepts use state
of the art technologies like low-power wireless communication, web services and low-
cost embedded devices. This, with increasing capabilities of computer networks and
embedded microcontroller devices, enables for example enhanced distributed monitoring
and control in factory automation applications.

As far as software development for distributed automation concerns, the currently
dominating paradigm of programmable logic controllers and their software framework
defined by the IEC 61131-3 standard are showing lots of limitations. There are several
approaches in software and systems engineering aiming at addressing the new challenges.

The IEC 61499 standard [1] has been developed as one such effort in the automation
community. It aims at a gradual extension of PLC capabilities and their convergence
with distributed systems. The use of service-oriented architecture in automation was
first proposed by Jammes and Smit [2] who outline opportunities and challenges in the
development of next-generation embedded devices, applications, and services, resulting
from their increasing intelligence. The work plots future directions for intelligent device
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networking based on service-oriented high-level protocols. According to [3] some features
of SOA attractive for automation are:

• Loose coupling, since software modules provide services to other modules they are
designed in a relatively generic format. Communication between components is
asynchronous and only done when required.

• Modularisation of software components. Control is not programmed for the entire
system, rather only for individual components resulting in natural control distri-
bution.

• Common communication protocol, which is particularly important since service
providers are abstracted from the low level all the way to the high level, so that
implementation makes no differentiation of hardware devices or enterprise systems.

Potential gains of using SOA are claimed as cost reduction, potential to hire less skilled
labour, interoperability (cross-platform and cross-company) and implementation speed.
There is increasing number of use-cases demonstrating that functionality of complex
automation systems can be implemented in a distributed way. In [4, 5], it was shown
that functionality of material handling systems can be fully implemented via collaborative
effort of decentralised controllers embedded to basic devices, such as conveyor sections.

In [6, 7, 8, 9] the combination of IEC 61499 with SOA is comprehensively presented,
while [10] demonstrates the use of web-services in IEC 61499 applications.

This paper is addressing the challenges arising in application of a relatively ma-
ture SOA-based and automation-oriented platform Arrowhead for development of high-
integrity automation applications that include a good deal of distributed control in ad-
dition to the traditional data acquisition.

The results of this paper are threefold. Firstly, we describe main features of Arrow-
head framework and IEC 61499 architecture in the context of a use case that deals with
implementing distributed control of a manufacturing system. Using a combination of Ar-
rowhead services and IEC 61499 function blocks. Secondly, a framework for integration
of IEC 61499 with SOA-enabled IoT is described. Finally, test results from a prototype
implementation are presented.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 presents a brief overview of
the IEC 61499 standard. Section 3 provides an overview of the Arrowhead Framework.
Case study setup is discussed in section 4. Section 5 presents elements of the case study
automation implemented with the Arrowhead architecture, and Section 6 demonstrates
the use of IEC61499 for coordination and orchestration of Arrowhead services at the
system level. Finally, the paper is concluded in Section 7.

2 IEC 61499

The IEC 61499 [1, 11] is an international standard that introduces an open architecture
for distributed control systems, which is an important class of embedded systems with
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Ticket accepted w ith lifetime11: 

GET: authorization w ith ticket9: 

service13: 

service request rejected14: 

GET: services2: 

GET: Ticket for service6: 

GET: service w ith ticket8: 

GET: service12: 

Figure 1: Interaction between application systems and Arrowhead core systems

a strong legacy background. The standard is called function block architecture after its
main design artefact that is an event driven (and event activated) function block. If one
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would abstract out unnecessary details, the standard introduces quite an elegant model
of distributed application that is a network of function blocks connected via control and
data flows. The control flow is modeled using the concept of event that is emitted from an
output of one function block and can be received at one or several inputs of other function
blocks. The most essential claim of the IEC 61499 architecture is about minimizing
developers’ efforts in deploying automation software to different distributed architectures
of hardware, which is attributed to the event-based communication mechanism.

3 Arrowhead

Arrowhead is an open source framework for industrial SOA-based applications. It has
been designed to not interfere in the basic control operation of industrial systems. The
grand challenges of the Arrowhead framework are to enable interoperability and integra-
bility of services produced and consumed by any device. To achieve this it defines three
core services which enable discovery, security and composition. Further support core ser-
vices are defined which enabled advanced system management, Quality of Service (QoS)
and service provisioning. In Figure 1 a SysML diagram models the interaction sequences
between application systems and the core systems. All Arrowhead SOA-based services
will follow a very similar line of interaction, only the systems hosting the services would
change depending on desired architecture.

Arrowhead defines systems as the participant entities of the SOA. The systems then
communicate via service contracts. Thus a service provider instance or consumer in-
stance must be associated with a distinct system. A service contract is defined by four
documents, Service Description, Interface Design Description, Communication Profile
and Semantic Profile. The details of these documents can be found in Arrowhead Wiki
[12]. Following the core functionality of the framework is described.

Orchestration The process of orchestration is essential in support of Service Re-
usability, Service Discoverability and Service Composability. Orchestration is the process
of matching optimal service providers and consumers. For industrial automation cases
such as the one described in this paper, the service matching is often one to one. This
is because for correct operation of the production line the optimal service pairing is the
only valid pairing. The Orchestration system has two services, an orchestration store
service holds the connection requirements and the orchestration engine service performs
advanced look-up and service provisioning.

The connection requirements, also referred to as orchestration rules, are gathered by
analysing engineering data such as SysML models.

Service Discovery Based on DNS-SD the service discovery core service has three func-
tions publish, un-publish and query. When a system comes Â´onlineÂ´ it must publish
all service providers which it hosts, and un-publish once the service is no longer available.
The query function is used by systems to locate services available for consumption.
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Authorization Arrowhead authorization service uses x.509 certificates or tickets [13]
based on RADIUS, to authenticate systems and grant access rights to service consumers.
Clients such as sensor- and actuator nodes, other systems or users are required to get a
ticket from an authorization service. The tickets are then presented to the services which
perform a lookup to validate the and thus end peer. This approach also mandates that
encrypted communication is used such as DTLS, IPsec or VPN tunnels.

Translation As the distinction between domains blurs, interoperability becomes a key
challenge for integrators. The Arrowhead translator [14] is the beginning of a trans-
parency technology which makes services built on different technology stacks to seamlessly
interoperate. Initiated by a request from an Orchestrator, the translator will provision
a new end-point which reverse proxies the service provider. The translation is possible
between HTTP, CoAP, MQTT and OPC-UA.

4 Case study: Conveyor Loop with Distributed Con-

trol

A laboratory scale model of flexible manufacturing system Festo MPS FMS-50 (Figure
2) is used as a case study. We take a subset of the FMS-50 system that is a conveyor
loop, transporting trays (also called pallets), as shown in Figure 3. The conveyor and
the variable frequency drives are actuated by Arrowhead enabled services running on
embedded controllers. Systems A, B, C, D, E and F are running IEC61499 distributed
control and the main conveyor system is managed by the services. There are total of six
such entry exit points and we are using 4 of them.

Performed experiments show that the sensing and transmission delay usually is below
20 ms which makes the 6LoWPAN-based network architecture suitable for moderate
low-latency requirements and applications.

5 Application of Arrowhead architecture

The core Arrowhead systems used in this first phase are; the Service Registry, Orches-
tration and Translation systems. Use of the authorization system is to be implemented
in the coming phase. We start off with identifying the application services needed and
the existing core system usage.

In this case study the connection requirements are simple textual strings which de-
scribe which service provider type should be used.

5.1 Service identification

In order to identify the application services goal-service modelling [15] and existing asset
analysis methods were applied. The goal of the load/unload points was to inform the
station when a pallet is waiting for processing and to send the pallet onto the next
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Figure 2: Complete Festo MPS system.

station once all processing associated with the pallet is complete. Additionally, IEC 61499
application preferred a request-response pattern. This meant a poll based web service
structure would be followed, which identified two services defined as the palletAvailable
and processComplete services.

palletAvailable The palletAvailable service is responsible for monitoring the proxim-
ity sensors and execute decision logic to identify when a pallet is present, the barcode
of the pallet, and if it is laden with product. The service is implemented with CoAP
[16] and it is accessed through a CoAP resource coap://[ipv6]:5683/palletAvailable. The
response to a GET request is shown in Figure 4.

processComplete The process complete service is responsible for operating the actua-
tion mechanism and allows the pallet to move on to the next station. It is not responsible
for deciding when processing is complete, rather it receives this indication from the sta-
tion. This service is also implemented with CoAP using coap://[ipv6]:5683/palletAvailable
URL. However, this service is awaiting a POST from the service consumer to indicate
processing is complete.
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Figure 3: Case Study: A subset of the Festo MPS systems.

{
”bt ” : 0 ,
”e ” : [
{”n ” : ” barcode ” ,”v ” : 9} ,
{”n ” : ” a v a i l a b l e ” ,”v ” : 0} ,
{”n ” : ” loaded ” ,”v ” : 0} ,
{”n ” : ”m cnt ” ,”v ” : 0}

]
} ;

Figure 4: palletAvailable response payload

5.2 Service integration

Integrating SOA-based services with IEC 61499 has been achieved through localized
integration-oriented services. There are two services involved in integration, firstly the
orchestration service is used to identify a desired service provider among those available.
Secondly, the translation service is used to bridging protocol differences. The service
providers running on constrained networks make use of the CoAP protocol, as opposed
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to the IEC 61499 preferring HTTP. The translator is transparently injected so that inte-
grating the two systems is transparent to protocols. By using Arrowhead Orchestration
and Translation systems, the lead time for change is reduced and the integration process
is simplified. Association between systems is made through evaluation of semantic meta-
data describing the services provided or consumed by the systems. Figure 5 shows the
result of orchestration rule look-up, followed by service discovery to satisfy the rules and
then compiled as a response.

{
” ta r g e t ” : ” s ta t i on −01” ,
” s e r v i c e s ” : [
{

”name” : ” p a l l e tAva i l a b l e ” ,
” address ” : ” [ f d fd : : f f ] : 5 6 83/ pa l l e tAva i l a b l e ”

} ,
{

”name” : ” process ingComplete ” ,
” address ” : ” [ f d fd : : f f ] : 5 6 83/ process ingComplete ”

}
]

}

Figure 5: Orchestration Engine response

6 Application integration in IEC 61499

The overall application for automation of the entire Festo MPS system is presented in
Figure 6. Here the transportation subsystem is represented by the TransportArrowhead
function block, connected with the (yellow) communication lines to the function blocks,
representing other stations.

Figure 7 shows a single conveyor station (load/unload point) with adapter FBs com-
bined into the transport system. Each station will have identical group of function blocks.

Each loading/unloading point of the conveyor is represented by ConveyorStation func-
tion block, which gets service providers from orchestration during initialization stage,
and updates pallet(tray) data every time when the UPD event is triggered. Inside the
ConveyorStation FB there is a network of interfaces to three basic arrowhead services:
orchestration, palletAvailable and processingComplete (Figure 8). The interfaces are or-
ganized and use C# code to call services via http requests. When the INIT event is
triggered, the first FB - OrchestrationInfo requests orchestration engine with Orchestra-
tionAddress and station name and initializes PalletAvailable and ProcessingComplete
FBs with provider addresses received from orchestration engine.

From the FB application point of view, orchestration engine is a web service which can
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Figure 6: Function block control application for the entire system.

Figure 7: IEC 61499 implementation of the transport system with arrowhead services.

be called by HTTP GET request to address http://[ipv4]/orchestrationengine/[station-
name] and responds with JSON object with a list of available services. Figure 5) shows
an example response.

PalletAvailable FB is an interface to palletAvailable arrowhead service, it requests
the service every time the UPD event is triggered and updates output data with received
information. Below the description of basic tray parameters:
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Barcode is the tray number read from arrived tray (the parameter is valid only when
the tray is available)

Available is true when the tray is on the corresponding loading/unloading point

TrayLoaded is the data from work piece sensor on loading/unloading point; true when
there is a work piece at corresponding point on the tray

m cnt is sequential message counter used for internal service purposes.

Figure 8: Orchestration of Arrowhead services encapsulated to IEC 61499 function blocks.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, work progress towards integration of IEC 61499 standard and Arrowhead
IoT services for flexible manufacturing applications is presented. Among usual benefits,
the approach described in this paper allows the future usage of formal verification [17] for
service oriented control applications. The use of Industrial Internet of Things technologies
enables multi-year lifetime when sensing digital inputs, and events normally has a delay
of tens of ms from when a digital signal changed state to when an event was received by
the gateway. Future work may include an integrated tool development for configuration
of distributed automation systems combining Arrowhead and IEC 61499.
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Service Oriented Architecture Enabling The 4th

Generation Of District Heating

Jan van Deventer, Hasan Derhamy, Khalid Atta and Jerker Delsing

Abstract

The 4th Generation of District Heating (4GDH) is a complex agglomeration of heat
providers, distributors, and consumers that must be automatically, continuously man-
aged and coordinated. It is a complex system of systems; a definition which we align to
Maier’s architecting principles for systems-of-systems as collaborative systems. Wrapped
in the idea of system of systems is the reality that the 4GDH systems’ descriptions and
specifications are not currently all known. Nonetheless, the transition into the 4GDH
is actual. We propose the use of two frameworks to secure a smooth metamorphosis
and assure systems’ operation, maintenance, and evolution. The two frameworks are the
Arrowhead Framework and the OPTi Framework. The first one enables system integra-
tion through Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) and the second one offers the overall
system optimization with respect to all stakeholders. This paper uses the Model Based
Systems Engineering (MBSE) tool SysML to model a district heating complex’s struc-
tures and behaviors from the concept level down to the sensors and actuators within a
district heating substation where we apply the SOA technology based on the open Ar-
rowhead Framework. We focus on the Arrowhead Framework’s core services, i.e. Service
Registry, Authorization and Orchestration to clearly describe the interactions between
the different service providers and consumers. Going back up from the sensors to the
systems, it is clear that SOA is the architecture that will empower the 4GDH.

1 Introduction

District Heating is a common sense concept that becomes progressively more evident as
one reflects on it. It is a centralize production of heat energy that is stored in a fluid and
distributed through a network to different buildings within a district. It is a resourceful
idea because the centralized production is more efficient than several distributed small
ones as long as the distribution losses are small [1]. The concept becomes even more
indisputable when the heat energy is a byproduct of an industrial process. For example,
a paper mill, which produces paper, can sell off its incidental heat. Another great example
is the Combined Heat and Power (CHP) that produces electricity from burning refuse
and simultaneously heats buildings and associated domestic hot water. This is a win-win
solution for all, including the environment. And yet, it can further be improved.

In its Energy Roadmap 2050, the European Union has set itself the impressive long-
term goal of reducing greenhouse gas emissions by 80-95% as compared to 1990 levels by
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2050. In its commitment to reach that goal, it has considered different scenarios and their
impacts. Connollly et al. assert that increased use of district heating in Europe supports
the goals of the roadmap at a lower cost [2]. This continued use of district heating is
accompanied with its normal evolution, which brings it to its fourth generation.

Lund et al. present an excellent review of the four generations of district heating and of
the European Union’s energy roadmap leading to the fourth generation [3]. They describe
the trends over the generations: increase in energy efficiency, decrease in temperature of
the supplied transport medium and an increasing complexity in stakeholders. The first
generations period was from about 1880 to 1930 with transport medium temperatures
below 200Â◦C. The second generation from 1930 to 1980 with temperatures greater
than 100Â◦C and third from 1980 to 2020 with temperatures less than 100Â◦C. The
fourth generation should span from 2020 to 2050 with temperatures less than 70Â◦C.
The complexity increase includes an increase of different producers, which at some time
might be heat consumers, as well as daily variations of heat demand.

To address this complexity increase and aim for its harmonious operation, it becomes
essential to understand the district heating system. The 4GDH is made up of several
heat production systems, distribution systems, and consumer systems. Each of them with
their own set of sub-systems. The natural temptation is to designate the district heating
concept as a system of systems, but the Maier argues that it might be a misclassification
[4]. According to Maier’s tenets, an equivalent term to system of systems would be
“collaborative systems“ where the sub-systems fulfill valid purposes in their own rights
and continue to operate to fulfill those purposes if disassembled from the overall system.
Additionally, the sub-systems must be managed (at least in part) for their own purposes
rather than the purposes of the whole. Aligning to these views, serves not only the sub-
systems, but also 4GDH and forms the point of the herewith article. Especially when the
implementation specifications of the 4GDH do not yet exist. This leads Maier to state
that systems-of-systems are largely defined by their interface standards rather than their
structures. He points to the Internet as a good example of collaborative systems. It is
that same technology that is used here to define the interface standard of the proposed
solution. This enables new emerging behaviors to surface up as the 4GDH becomes
mature because the services within the architecture are loosely coupled and therefore
late binding.

This article presents a systems architecture for the 4GDH knowing that the systems
specifications will not all be complete for a long time. This plan of action relies on
two frameworks and their related interfaces: the Arrowhead Framework and the OPTi
Framework. The OPTi Framework offers a simulation platform for different components
of the DH systems that can includes the components of the 4GDH, which enables the
optimization of the 4GDH’s dynamics. The Arrowhead Framework enables system inte-
gration and collaboration through Service Oriented Architecture (SOA). We use Model
Based System Engineering (MBSE) to convey how this is implemented in a structural
and behavioral sense.

The structure of the article presents the two frameworks before turning to models
of district heating enhanced with SOA. The models are based on uses the MBSE tool
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SysML. The models describe district heating’s structures at the concept level down to
the sensors and actuators within a district heating substation where we apply the SOA
technology based on the open source Arrowhead Framework. The models additionally
describe the behavior of the system with focus on service discovery, authorization, and
orchestration at the lowest level to clearly demonstrate the mechanisms involved prior
to scaling back up to the whole system of systems in which the OPTi Framework is an
integral part.

2 The Frameworks

If systems are expected to be independent, and yet be collaborative to form a system
of systems, they must somehow find a benefit to co-operate. The OPTi Framework
addresses the yearning for collaboration, and the Arrowhead Framework addresses the
service oriented architecture to make the collaboration possible. Coincidentally, the
OPTi Framework can provide services within the Arrowhead Framework. This is possible
because they both have well defined interfaces.

2.1 The OPTi Framework

The OPTi Framework is the product of the European Union Horizon 2020 project OPTi,
which aims to deliver the tools to optimize district heating and cooling with full con-
sideration of the end customers [5]. In other words, the framework is a suite of tools
that offers solutions in which all stakeholders benefit. This key concept is what drives
the systems to be inclined to collaborate together. The benefits include saving natural
resources, assuring comfort, increasing profits and cost reductions.

One of these tools is the scalable simulation tool OPTi Sim, c.f. figure 1. It consid-
ers production, distribution, consumption, end consumers, and economics. It is also a
system of systems as each sub-simulation is independent and communicates through a
co-simulation router. The communication interface follows a clear standard: the open
interface standard FMI (Functional Mock-up Interface) [6]. It is an independent stan-
dard that supports both model exchange and co-simulation of dynamic models using a
combination of xml-files and compiled C-code. This permits each simulation tool to be
developed and refined independently.

One example being addressed is the daily peak loads as demand for domestic hot water
increases in the morning before work and at dinner time. The planning of production
and distribution has to be done; and a good optimization should use also the buildings
thermal capacitance to save resources while striving for end customer comfort. With an
increase of heat suppliers, the complexity of the task becomes even more challenging.
Collaborative simulation for planning will be evermore essential for the 4GDH.

Having clarified why the systems would want to collaborate, it becomes interesting
to understand how they could interact with each other.
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Figure 1: A block diagram depicting OPTi Sim with its different simulation engines.

2.2 The Arrowhead Framework

The open source Arrowhead Framework is the product of another European Union project
[7]. The project’s vision has been to enable collaborative automation by networked em-
bedded devices. Its grand challenges were to enable the interoperability and interchange-
ability of services provided by almost any device. This has been done by offering services
established on the Internet Protocol Suite, which is a proven technology. It reflects the
paradigm of a person, i.e., service consumer, using a web browser to address a service
provider, e.g., a search engine or bank, to obtain information. The different software
modules at the service providers and consumers can be updated at anytime without af-
fecting the others as they are loosely coupled. What is clearly defined are the interface
protocols themselves. Adhering to them simplifies development and insures quality.

The Arrowhead Framework proposes an assortment of services, in the form of software
modules, of which three are core services. The core services are the Service Registry,
Authorization and Orchestration. We describe how they interact within a district heating
substation in the next section. Of the many other service modules, worth mentioning are
the Historian, the Gate Keeper, and the Translator, although we do not involve them
here [8][9][10]. The Historian is a data logger, while the Gate Keeper is a secure interface
to the outside Internet world. The Translator is a service provider that intervenes when
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different component suppliers have chosen different Internet protocols, which could hinder
collaboration due to dialects [11].

To elucidate how these core services are used in district heating, we employ systems
engineering models

3 Structure and Behavioral Models

A short definition of Systems Engineering is: “Systems engineering is a methodical,
disciplined approach for the design, realization, technical management, operations, and
retirement of a system“ [12]. As systems become more complex, consistent approaches
and tools are needed to manage the complexity as well as to communicate with all stake-
holders. One such approach is to use models, which is referred to as Model Based Systems
Engineering. Associated to this, one finds the modeling tool SySML, System Modeling
Language. It is an offshoot of the Unified Modeling Language (UML) that was devel-
oped during the early 1990’s and later adopted as a standard by the Object Management
Group [13]. SysML uses different diagrams to represent different aspects of a system.
The classification of its taxonomy of diagrams forms three groups: structure, behavior,
and requirement diagrams. We shall here use structural and behavioral diagrams.

3.1 DH structural models

We begin by looking of the structure of a third generation district heating in Sweden
as depicted in figure 4, which is a SysML bock definition diagram (bdd). We find the
three expected sub-blocks of production, distribution, and consumption. One block that
is usually not mentioned is the system management part, although it is just as essential.
When models are clearly drawn, they propel the discussion of what was not initially
considered. The coordination of district heating, including the billing of end customers,
does exist but is often omitted. Through modeling, it is also those omissions that we are
trying to capture without overwhelming the stakeholders. It is system management that
we can find OPTi Sim.

One advantage of MBSE is to go deeper into a block to further one’s understanding
when this is of interest. In the present case, we can dive into the consumption block and
further into the single family house, whose bdd is shown in figure 3. Of interest here is
the standard district heating substation, which takes a majority of the diagram.

To improve communication between the different modules within the DH substation,
we added tiny web servers on several of them [14][15]. Figure 4 shows a graphical model
of a substation where the wireless servers are depicted with an “S“. The energy meter,
the valve on the primary circuit to the space heating heat exchanger, the temperature
sensor of the supply line to the radiators, the space heating circulation pump, and the
outdoor temperature sensor each have their own web servers. Similar to a search engine
or a bank web server, these little web servers offer services. For example, the outdoor web
server measures temperature and offers a temperature service. Those tiny web servers
are dubbed Mulles [16]. Figure 4 also has an access point or gateway, which is composed
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Figure 2: A block definition diagram (bdd) of district heating.

Figure 3: A block definition diagram of a single family house.

of a BeagleBone computer and a Mulle, as illustrated by the bdd in figure 5. The
figure additionally shows the software modules of interest: the three core services, the
gatekeeper service, and a district heating application. The district heating application
could be the one that controls the valve on the primary circuit to the space heating heat
exchangers based on outdoor temperature and supply temperature to the radiators. It
could also be another application such as a building thermal analysis. One advantage with
SOA is that these modules can be developed after infrastructure deployment; this being
an essential key to 4GDH. This exemplifies the ideas of loosely coupled modules and late
binding. Being software modules, the services can exist on any servers in contingency to
a gateway malfunction thereby avoiding a single point of failure, which typifies to system
fault tolerance concepts. Having an idea about the structure of the system of systems
down to a single wireless sensor server or service provider, a demonstration of how the
system behaves is essential to begin to accept the SOA idea.

Among SysML’s behavior diagrams are the sequence diagrams with their “swim lanes“
as depicted in figure 6. We begin with a simple service discovery sequence diagram to
demonstrate how SOA functions. We then present a sequence diagram with all the three
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core services in a local cloud. Figure 6 shows the outdoor temperature server presenting
its temperature service to the service registry. It does that by POSTing, using the World
Wide Web’s representational state transfer (REST) style, the following message:

{
”name” : ” temperature−em219” ,
” type ” : ” temp−j son−coap . udp ” ,
” host ” : ” [ f d fd : : df5 : 8 c6a : 5 ca2 :44 a6 ] ” ,
” port ” : 5683 ,
” p r op e r t i e s ” : {

” property ” : [
{

”name” : ” ve r s i on ” ,
” va lue ” : ”1 .0”

} ,
{

”name” : ”path ” ,
” va lue ” : ”/ temperature ”

}
]

}
}

With this posting, the service provider system tells its name, its chosen communica-
tion semantic, and the path to the service it offers. Additional services would be listed
in the property array. By default or from an installation update, the service provider
knows to register its services at the gateway host (host address and port).

Figure 4: A district heating substation with a wireless sensor network, where each ”S” is a tiny
wireless server.
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Returning to figure 6, the service registry then builds a database of available services
from all possible providers. Arrowhead’s service registry is based on DNS-SD, which is
an extension to DNS. DNS, domain name system, part of the Internet Protocol Suite’s
application layer, provides the address at which a service is hosted. The service discovery
extension, DNS-SD, provides the ability to discover services, which an application might
want to use.

Figure 5: The gateway composed of a BeagleBone, a Mulle, along with the core services and an
application.

A service consumer, e.g., the DH application, then can ask the service registry for
the desired service and receive back the address of the service provider with the path
to the service of interest. The service consumer directly contacts the service provider
whenever it wants the needed information, also referred to as “pulling“. The answer
from the service provider is:

{
e : [{

”n” :” urn : dev :mac :0024 b e f f f e 8 0 4 f f 1 ” ,
” t ” :1425256855 ,
”u ” :” Cel ” ,
”v ” : 2 3 . 5

} ]
}
with its name, the timestamp of measurement, along with the unit and measured

value. Alternatively, after being requested by a consumer, the service provider could
“push“ an update at specific time interval or upon some agreed event. The Arrowhead
Framework does not restrict pull and push behaviors.

With service discovery recounted, several natural questions surface up and include
the following. What is the latency in the control loop? How is security assured both for
privacy protection and against tampering? How are service selections sorted out in the
case of multiple providers and how is provider drop out handled? How is the connection
to the Internet handled?

The Arrowhead project has addressed such questions by first defining local clouds.
The service consumers do not interact with the service providers through a cloud far away,
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Figure 6: Sequence diagram of a service registry and discovery.

rather through a local cloud, e.g., the gateway. This assures the low latency necessary in
control application and offers some security from the outside world. Additional security
is handled by the authorization service, which could use certificates or tickets. Figure
7 shows the sequence diagram using the Arrowhead Framework core services. If the
service provider is power constrained, it would prefer to receive an authorization ticket
with a limited lifetime to communicate with a given consumer to avoid wasting power
by obtaining an authorization at each request. The logic is that the consumer obtains
a ticket from the authorization service, which it passes on to the service provider. The
service provider then checks if it is valid with the authorization service and if so, then
will communicate with the consumer for the lifetime of the ticket.

The third core service proposed by the Arrowhead project is the Orchestration service.
Its purpose is to give some “intelligence“ in the selection of service provider or recommend
an alternative provider when a specific one has dropped out. If the application itself is
enhanced with this ability, it does not need the orchestration, but this would mean that
the application is quite specific and not general, leaving the choice to a system architect.
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Figure 7: Sequence diagram with all three Arrowhead Framework core services.

For example, if the outdoor sensor is offline, the orchestration service could infer the
outside temperature from the heat meter’s primary supply temperature or go beyond the
local cloud.

The Arrowhead Framework has a collection of services such as the Gatekeeper to
interact safely with the Internet or the Historian to log data. With service providers like
the Gatekeeper, the Arrowhead Framework permits collaboration between local clouds to
build a system of systems where the OPTi Framework entices collaboration as optimized
performance benefit all stakeholders. The Gateway can then join other clouds, e.g.,
a district heating cloud, to provide and consume services in the same manner as is
done in the local cloud. This notion ensures scalability of the systems; a concept the
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Internet has already proven. It also addresses possible failure points, e.g., if some parts
of the communication network would be unreachable, the OPTi framework could, as a
service, provide estimated values of the current state within the DH network. SOA, being
based on the same architecture as the World Wide Web, empowers the transition in and
evolution of the 4GDH with security and ease of maintenance.

4 Conclusion

Using MBSE and SysML, we have modeled a district heating’s structure and zoomed
down into a substation. The substation incorporated very small wireless sensor and ac-
tuator nodes that were web servers offering services. Using SysML’s sequence diagrams,
we have illustrated the message exchange between service providers and consumers in
partnership with the Arrowhead Framework core services. The advantages with the Ar-
rowhead Framework include properties such as loosely coupled modules (i.e. two SOA
systems do not need to know about each other at design time to allow a runtime data
exchange), late binding (i.e. the exchange of data between two systems is established at
runtime), autonomy, pull and push behavior (i.e. data can be requested or sent with-
out request upon predetermined conditions), several standardized SOA protocols, data
structures, information semantics, and data encryption. As we zoom out from the district
heating substation to the distribution network and production plants, we use the OPTi
Framework to address scalable data management, macro and micro simulations, which
can be applied to manage and optimize the 4GDH while we point to new collaborative
and emerging behaviors of a system of systems. We contend that the use of these two
frameworks support the transition into, as well as the growth of, the 4GDH.
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